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ABSTRACT
The  purpose   of  i;his  study  of  The  Marble  Faun  is  to   show
that  Nathani6l  Hawthorne  was  indebted  to  the  Renaissance
literary  tradition.    Critical  commentaries  on  the  romance
and  on  Hawthorne  in  general  have  been  avoided  as  much  as
possible.     Hawthorne's  own  statements  and  demonstrations
of  indebtedness  to  the  Renaissance  have  been  given  primary
consideration.     Supplement;ary  and  background  information
has  been  supplied  from  sources  known  t;o  Hawthorne  as  far
as  possible.     In  cases  where  Hawthorne's  acquaintance  with
a  particular  soul`ce  of  Renaissance  information  could  not
be  judiciously  determined,  the  broadest  and  most  represent-
ative  statement  available  from  the  period  has  been  cit;ed.
In  the  study,  Hawthorne's  use  of  four  major  concepts
from  Re`naissance   cosmology  has  been  demonstrated.     His  use
of  riaterial  from  the  science  of  demonology  and  his  use  of
certain  common  Renaissance  fictional  technia_ues  have  also
been  demonstrat;ed  as  they  function  in  The  Marble  Faun.
PREFACE
It  is  my  purpose  in  this  study  t;o  show  that  in  The
Marble E£±±,   Nathaniel  Hawthorne  was  indebt;ed  .to  the  Ben-
aissance  literary  tradit;ion.    Hawthorne  incol`pol`ated  a
number  of  Renaissance  ideas  in  the  romance,   such  as  the
myth  of  the  Golden  Age,   the  Ijadder  of  Creation,  the  Dignity
of  Man,   and  man  as  a  microcosm.     In  addition  to  these  cos-
mological  ideas,   he  used  several  Renaissance  commonplaces
which  pertain  chiefly  to  demonology  and  witchcraft.     In  this
study  I  have   shown  Hawthorne's  further  indebtedness  t;o  i;he
Renaissance  for  a  number  of  fictional  techniques.     These
techniques  are  allusion,   allegory,  typologica'l  foreshadowing,
epitomes.   and  the  general  tendency  to  venerate  antiquity.
IIis  use  of  these  ideas  and  techniques  was  not  acc]._dental,
but  grew  out  of  his  reading  of  Renaissance  literature  .and
of  the  classics  themselves  ap.d  of  the  writings  of  English
and  Amel.ican  Puritans.     Hawthorne's  reading  was   supplemented
by  his  travels  in  Italy.    Hawthorne's  reading  in  the  works
of  the  Pul.itans  gave  him  an  insight  into  the  Renaissance
mill_d  in  that  Puritanism  was   a  dil`ect   outgroTv`urthc  of   Renaissance
humanism.     Their  writings  also  furnished  him  valuable  infor-
mation  on  witchcraft;   and  demonoloE;`y.
This   st;udy  concerns   four  Renaissance   cosmological
concepts  which  I  have   isolafJed  in  E±£  ¥i£=bL±£  Ee]±Lnt   their
corollaries  in  t;he  realm  of  popular  Renaissance  superstition,
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•and  how  Hawthorne  used  each  in  the  romance.     Biogl`aphical
information  has  been  used  conservatively,  being  restl`icted
almost  entirely  to  details  about  Hawthol.ne's  reading.     I
have  included  a  wide  selection  of  pl.imary  and  secondary
sources  in  which  Hawt;home  could  have  become  acquainted
with  the  ideas  and  othel`s  in  which  be  would  have  seen  their
use  in  literature.
I  have  shown  Hawthorne's  use  of  Renaissance  techniques
and  have  tried  to  indicate  Renaissance  works  known  to  Haw-
thorne  t¥./hich  embody  them.     Through  this  study  I  have  indi-
cated  that  certain  feat;ures  of  Hawthorne's  theory  of  art
and  its  function  are  in  the  Renaissance  tl`adition.
Since  Sophia  Hawthorne  removed  most  of  the   joul`nal
entries  dealing  with  t;he  development  of  !Ee  ¥±=!±£  FL±±±t
the  approach  to  Hawthorne's  conscious  manipulation  of  the
Renaissance  material  i;hat  he  read  is  necessal`ily  indirect.
`
In  the  I`omance  itself  Hawthorne  makes   several   comments  on
the  authors  he  has  I.ead.     'The  biography,  written  by  his
son-in-law,  George  Ijathl.op,   contains  information  about
Hawthorne's  early  I`eading  tastes.     The  chief  source  I  have
used  in  determining  IT_awthorne's  acquaintance  with  partic-
ular  phases  of  Renaissance  literary  t;hought  and  world-view
has  been  his  reading  list,   made  up  of  eri_tries  in  the
Salem  At;henaeum  charge-books   in  his  p.ame.      I  he`ve   tried
to  make  conservative  use  of  the  Athenaeum  list;,   I`estricting
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my  citations  either  to  works  dil`ectly  related  to  certain
points  of  Renaissance  thought  written  dul`ing  the  pel`iod
itself  or  to  works  `.v'hich  wel`e  written  after  the  Renaissance
in  which  t;he  specific  points  al.e  crystallized.
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'  CHAPTER   I
RAWTHORRE   AND   RENAISSANCE   OOSMOIjoGY
In  The  FTarble  Faun  Hawthorne  makes  several  I.eferences
I-_    ___=          _        _      _          ___     _____          _           _-        _-_
to  the  Golden  Age  and  its  synonym.  Arcadia.     Miriam  des-
cribes  Donatello's  similarity  to  the  Faun  of  Praxiiit`i].es  as
'''not  so  strange   ...   for  no  Faun  in  Arcadia  was  ever  a
greater  simplc`ton  ...   "1    Again,  Miriam  mentions  "Arcady"
in  the  same  sportive  mood  when  Donatello  visits  her  st-udio.2
Other  allusions  take  on  a  coloring  of  greater  sincerity.
The  frolic  of  Miriam  and  I)onatello  in  the  Borghe.se  gardens
amid  scenery  like  that;  which  "arrays  itself  in  the  imagina-
tion  wben  we  read  the  beautiful  old  myths,  and  fancy  a
brighter  sky,  a  softer  tuI.f ,  a  more  pict.uresque  arrangement
of  venerable  trees"5  is  ''a  glimpse  far  backi.i,'ari`i  into
Arcadian life,, oT`,   further  still,   into  the  C-olden  Age."4
Hawthorne  describes  the  dance  in  t;he  garden  as   ''the  Golden.
Age  come  back  again"5  and  laments  the  ending  of  the  dance
•='is  tie  passing  of  an  age.6
|Nathani
of  r.Ionte   Beni
ed.   a-eor8`
e{v%£`:'tSgrg3',,pggwgife*fEL¥ia%£:I1`je   Romance
Orne ,
€iErsonsljathi`opT-1-5TiFHSTTlnI56ErT-H6ri5=i6rii
I.tiifflin  and  Compan.i7,1883),   p.   22.     jl.11   references   in   ttlis
stud.y  from  'J]'Ln.e  I`rlarble   Faun  are  to   this   edition.
2E±±±„   p.   55.                                   3±±±±„  p.   9o.
I  4E±±±„   p.   |o4-.                                5.IL±ig„   p.109.
6Ene.9   p.   i]i.
2
Kenyon,   tbe  sculptor,   describes  the  wonderful  wine  of
Monte  Beni,  Donatello's  ancestral  castle,  as  a  bit  of  the
Golden  Age  '''even  in  t;he  Iron  Age."'7    Donat;ello's  actual
ancestry  is  linked  with  the  race  who  ''enriched  the  world
with  dreams,  at  least,  and  fables,  lovely,  if  unsubstantial,
Of  a  Golden  Age.u8
Hawt;hol`ne  was  familial`  with  the   myth  of  the  Golden  Age,
whicb  was  common  property  among  Renaissance  writers.     Indeed,
Hawthorne's  reading  list9  shows  that  his  reading  included
cervant;es '   2gLn  9±±±±E9£e  ±e la  Mancha in  which  there  is  a
full  account  of  the  Golden  Age  nyth.L°    George  Lathrop,
Ha``Jthorne' s  son-in-la`.J,   stat;es  that  Hawthorne  '^ras  a  "good
Ijatinist"   of  whom:
the  venerable  PI`ofessor  Packal.d  has  said  that  his
_flawthorne'E7  Ijatin  composit;ions,   even  in  his  FI`esLn_-
remarkable;   and  [Jlr.   Ijongfellow  tells
that  'ne  recalls  t'ne  gI`aceful  andgc:n_A:?!ioE3r:
a::Ei?ot:E5:|*5:n:h,;mig:a:i:u:i:::?rile-flawtborn£7
Whether  or  not  Hawthorne  read  Hesiod'S  'E9=}S±  a±Ld  2£ZE.   in
7!±±±„  p.  262.                         8±±id.,  p.  269.
9F{arion  I.   Kesselring,  E±!±!t_±g=eeis  E±±€±asi   1£28-1850;
and  Identifi€EFi-6F6Tli€les  Re6oFE€FTIriihe
ar  EE€±T_ripE£=i2Ei9LnChars..e-i}onl,.cs
Filffii;
J
brary,
erii   Ather]`aeum
-Tr\TgT7i'6TrkTIZIEThe`TY6fI=
I9T49T;T53.TF3=€?FT|£EE±E.
1°see   APP`ENDIX   I-I).
a:L%:8:83  :%5S8:£p::£:I:3j6S ,%±V[#  EEarHB£ee  (Boston:
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wbich  the  first  use  of  t;he  Golden  Age  peLr  fe  occurs,   can  not
be  determined  from  the  evidence  at;  hand,   but  even  if  he  did
not,   it  seems  likely  that  one  who  "kept  up  his  liking  for  I
the  |jatin  writers"L2  would  have  read  Vil.gills  account  of  the
myth  in  a  number  of  his  works.13    Hawthorne  is  cel.tain  to
have  read  OvidL4  as  a  part  of  his  regular  college  require-
ments.     Another  source  in  the  Renaissance  it;self  with  which
|jathropL5  asse|.ts  Hawthorne's  familiarity  are  the  works  of
William  Shakespeare,16  Edmund  Spensel`,   and  Dante.
The  myth  of  the  G.olden  Age  lies  in  Donatello's  family
background.     By  extension  the  Golden  Age   of  the  Mont;e  Beni
family  is  that  of  all  humanity.    Donatello's  lineage  harks
back  int;o  hist;ory  beyond  the  Christian  Middle  Ages,   beyond
the  founding  of  ancient  Rome,   into  the  primordial  el.a  where
myth  and  history  mel`ge  and  modify  each  other  much  as  the
worlds  of  reality  and  i;he  supernatural  converge  in  a  Hawthorne
12|bid.                                                 L3See  APPENDIX  I-A,   a,   a.
14see  APPENDIX  I-D.
L5|,athrop  tells  us  that  ''almost  before  he  could  speak
distinctly  he  is  report;ed  t;o  have  caught  up  cel`tain  lines
of  ''Richard  Ill,"  wb_ich  he  had  heard  read;   and  his  favol`ite
among  them,   all..Jays   declaimed  on  t;he  most  unexpected  occa-
sions  and  in  'his  loll.dest  tone,  was,   -'Stand  back,   my  Lord,
a-_nd.let  the   coffin,pass!"     Lathl`op,   p.   64.     '..ire   are   a.ssured
£:  :i.Eutd:¥±%%`  5::Sp:*  g#figa:gap::t±gLg5fethife+:t  I:r`Lat
p.161.
E=:i:;:;:£L-i:i:iTD:::;i:;:i2=!::3:7_¥d::¥£¥i::+I!c§±%#5§:;5:n
4.
romance.     Hawthorne  has  blended  the  pagan  notion  of  the
Golden  Age  with  the  traditional  garden  of  Eden  myth  in  The
Marble  Faun. Hawthorne,   describing  Hilda's  vical`ious  know-
ledge  of  evil  as  mol`e  than  mere  theory,   says  that:
:::;:!e:;::i:::::::::#:#::3:::::tf:::::I:;¥e
per.petrates  a  sin;   and  Adam  falls  anew,  and
Par.adise,  hel`etofore  in  un faded  bloom,   is  lost
:i:i:in:ngtc±::e8af:::¥9r.  Wit;h  the  fiery  si..rords
Already  in  the  literature  of  the  late  Middle  Ages  and  to  a
greater  extent  in  that  of  the  Renaissance,   the  myt;h  of  the
Golden  Age  was  amalgamated  with  the  Biblical  Eden.18     The
connection  between  t;he  Golden  Age  myth  and  the  Eden  nyth  in
the  romance  is   obvious  and  has  'oeen  noticed  by  Hawthorne
scholars.     Richard  'H.  Fogle  remark_s  that
•  Hawthorne  does  not  venture  to  identify  t'.rie  two,
Eden  having  always  a  special  sanctity,  but  in  The
the  earthly  paradise,   Eden,  England,   and  the  Golden  Age  as  a
specific  place,   the  isles  of  the  blessed.     It  is  not  known
¥:::h€=a%rsg::sg:W=:3r::dk=£:tT£:S:::d4#n=r'oEuth:t|=:i:::Ts
works  in  formulating his  Faerie  Oueene which  Hawthorne  I`ead
and  studied  throughout  his  life,  accol`ding  to  Ijathrop,  pp.
73-74.
:#i:,\#;;:i;:;i:;:¥,|¥Tv'vA:i:i:£;g:::i£::i:::i:r±:;ifes¥
LBThe  garden  of  Eden  idea  in  conjunction  iAJith  the  pas-
toral  t;radition  already  connected  iv.,/ith  the  pacsan  in.yt;h  ol`  the
Golden  A.ge  gave   rise   to   t'Li_e  use   of  numer.ous   garden  images   in
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l'Iarble Faun  they  are  clearly  copresent,   simplic-
±=S±:fp:::::i:e±:E:::giott:L§he  Story  of  theFall  is  pervasiv   throu hout.JL7
Apparently  Fogle  is  of  the  opinion  that  Hawthol`iie's  orthodoxy
fol.bade  his  calling  Eden  a  myth  in  the  same  sense  as  the
I)agan  Golden  Age.
The  place  of  the  Golden  Age-Eden  amalgam  in  the  total
cosmology  of  the  Renaissance  was  undel`stood  in  terms  of  a
series  of  expanding  analogies.    As  a  man's  individual  life
has  its  Childhood  wherein  i;here  is  a  carefl`ee  oneness  with
nature  and  a  familiarity  '' 'with  whatever  creatures  haunt  the
woods,"2°  so  in  the  childhood  of  the  world  there  was  a  uni-
vel.sal  harmony  in  all  cl`eation.
The  Judaeo-Christian  tradition  placed  this  primal  harmony
in  the  garden  of  Eden.     The  pagan  classics  contained  similar
stol`ies.     Humanists  of  the  Renaissance  sought  to  merge  the
t;he  literaijure  of  the  Renaissance.     A  notable   example  is
Spenser's   ''Bowre  of  Blisse"   in  !±£  E££=±±  £±±e±Lnfo   IIo   i;   V;
xii.
L9Richard  Hal.ter  Fogle,  Hawthorne
a±±±  _t_±£  D±=±   (Nol`man,
's  Fiction:     Ihe  Iiight
Oklahoma:     University  of  Oklahoma  Press,
19527TPT168.    It  i5  int;eresting  to  note  that  Hawthorne's
alleged  scruples  about  the  Eden  nyth  are  similar  to  those
of  Milton.     This  is  perhaps  attributable  to  i;heir  common
Pul.itan  backgl`ound  art.d  their  common  Renaissance  herit;age.
The  use  of  paga`n  parallels  in  a  position  subservient  to
Judaeo-Christian  ideas  is  not  original  with  either  Hawthorne
or  I.'Iilton,   but  is  ult;imately  a  product  of  Rein.aissance  human-
istic  t;eaching.
2°HawThorne,   g±2.   £±±F   P.   265.
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two  traditions.     This  was  accomplished  by  posit]..ng  the  idea
that  both  stories  represented  varying  account;s  of  the  same
basic  truth.2L    The  I`es.``1t  of  this  merging  of  traditions  was
that  the  Renaissance  authol`s  frequent;ly  suppol`ted  Biblical
allusions  with  allusions  to  parallel  material  from  the
classical  myt;hs,   authors,   or  hist;ories  which  seemed  to  offer.
non-Scriptural  documentation  and  further  to  assul`e  their
universality.    Hawthorne  has  clearly  imit;abed  Milton  in  this
respect .
Both  Eden  and  the  Golden  Age  were  brought  to  an  end  by
the  entrance  of  evil.     Donatello's  family  history  cont;aims
a  legendary  account;   of  the  disl.uption  of  ijhe  beatific  order
in  dim  antiquity.     According  to  the  legend,  Donatello's
family  was  descended  from  an  actual  Faun'  and  a  mortal  mothel`.
In  succeeding  generations  the  characteristics  of  the  original
Faun  reappeared  in  a  desceridant.     Donatello's  sportive  and
child-like  disposition,  his  unity  with  natul`e,  and  perhaps
even  t;he  tufted,   leaf-shaped  ears  of  his  ancestor  hel`ald  him
2LFor  a  good  summary  of  the  process  by  which  the  human-
ists  arrived  at  and  implemented  this  amalgamation,   see  Paul
Scholas-oskar  Kristeller,  Renaissance  E±g±gE:     !±£  g±££Ei£.
tic.   and  Humanist  5EEIEE±=s=|iiT€wi6EE
;i;6fa=:fj-g=if+jt-Lg¥¥c:isTiii§¥i:!i+5;g::i¥;:i§i¥n-
pp.   84--122;   and  I)ouglas   Bush
g=gng±S=ns=  E#-5-5}:±p3:£35¥!'L
Harper  and  Row,   Pub-
and_   tin.e   PLenaissance
iffi+eFT-¥oFEE.I  -I-WTF6EEon
•2:,#?:£fli
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as  such  a  creature.22    Another  family  legend,   this  one
clothed  in' the  language  of  a  chivalric  I`omance,   told  of  a
knight  of  the  Monte  Beni  lineage  who  fell  in  lo`i.e  with  a
water  nymph,  the  inhabitant  of  a  nearby  fountain.     One  day
the  knight  tried  to  wash  away  a  blood-stain  in
fountain.     She  appeared  to  him  only  once  after
then  with  a  red  stain  on  her  brow.    The  knight
his  deed  and  pined  for  her  retul`n.    At  length,
not  reappear,  he  had  a  statue  of  her  placed  by
Donatello's  own  life  was  but  a  re-enactment  of
the  nymph's
that'  and
repented  of
when  she  did
the  fountain.23
what  had
already  happened  to  his  race  and  to  the  world  at  lal.ge.
The  entrance  of  evil  into  the  cosmic  order  in  t'fi.e  Eden
myth  is  closely  related  to  the  coming  of  discord  into  the
gentile  notion  of  the  harmony  of  the  spheres.24    According
to  Renaissance  belief ,  all  creation  is  al`I`anged  in  a  sel`ies
of  concentric  sphel`es.     In  each  sphere  there  is  a  planet
which  is  ruled  by  a  pal`ticular  daemon  (the  fallen  angels
were  thought  to  be  the  gods  and  goddesses  of  the  pagans  and
were  worked  into  the  cosmology  as  planetary  deities  operating
under  God)  who  exerts  an  influence  upon  the  earth,   the  center
of  the  cosmos.     The  revolution  of  these  spheres  produces  a
22Hawthorne,   8B.   g±±.,   pp.   269-274-.
tr±e:3E3#;:hp€z:.e2`33;::.+; ta:i;  :¥:  a::a;7r[±geT,;,,:±3:+uS±=.i:uyon
±in8£:" i..,r::k§°:-:S£€i:I..¥a§#£s8¥£±.± ' v:Eio±:i  i:±8ioEP ;d±?;gLty
EdwIE-GEE€ril-affT  ET-iI. |5=HImorE : ~HE16hrfeH65Eins  Pre s s ,
1932-1938) .
24-see   AP=3NDIX   11.
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whirring  sound,   each  sphere  producing  a  particular  note  on  a
musical  scale.     The  combined  sound  of  these  not;es  results  in
what  was  called  the  music  of  the  spheres,  which  was  under-
stood  to  be  a  perfect  harmony.     Adam's  fall  disrupted  the
finely  balanced  mechanism  and  caused  the  planets  to  assume
elliptical  orbits.    Discord  replaced  the  ol`iginal  harmony,
and  the  influences  of  the  planets  formed  chance  (though  mathe-
matically  pl`edictable)  combinations  which  often  brought  death,
disease,   famine,   t;oil,   and  strife  into  the  wo|`ld.25    Man  and
Natul.e  became   estranged,   and  the  Golden  Age   came   to  an  end.
The  Renaissance  was  essentially  Christian  in  its  world-
view.     The  Pauline  doct;I`ine  ol-  Christ  as  the  redeemer  of  the
ruined  i,`7orld  was  a   t;acit;  assumption  common  to  Renaissance
Chl`istians  of  all  sects.     Christ;  was  seen  as  the  Creative
Principle  incarnate  I`eturned  to  re-establish  the  I`ule  of  uni-
versal  order.     The  Renaissance  also  accepted  the  idea  that
Christ's   coming  had  been  foreshadowed  by  certain   "ty.r>es,"   suc'fi
as  Abraham,   Moses,   Samson,   I)avid,   and  Judas  lvlaccabaeus   in  the
Hebrew  tradition.     In  line  with  their  desire  to  I`etain  the
wol`ks  and  learning  of  the  classical  tradition,  they  further
believed  that  certain  pagan  myths  foretold  Christ's  coming,
although  less  distinct;1y  and  more  heavily  'veilec7L  in  allegory
than  the  ILlebre\,../  variant;s.     Such   figures   as  Perseus,   :J=eracles,
voi.2:i:ep#L;8;:;38:==±±±±±  [JJ9fi.   Xt   64-8-'719t   in  EhL£  |9=±±,
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Theseus,   Horus,   Hyperion,  Apollo,   and  Aeneas26  from  the
gentile  traditions  were  taken  to  be  allegorical  proto-
Christs.     This  belief ,  usually  called  typology,  was  a  st;Pong
binder  in  the  amalgamation  of  the  divergent  i;raditions.    Ren-
aissance  literature  found  in  typology  a  rich  source  of  alle-
gol.y  and  symbolism  and  a  useful  fictional  technique.     Spenser,
Shakespeare,  and  Milton  used  it  extensively.27    These  three
poets,   spanning  i;he  entire  range  of  the  Renaissance  in
England,  were  read  by  Hawt;hol`ne.     Hawthorne  uses  the  idea
that  discord  introduced  into  universal  harmony  is  analgous
to  the  entrance  of  evil  into  Eden  in  a  situation  epitomizing
the  cosmic  act.    Miriam's  voice  joins  those  of  her  al.tist
friends  and
seemed  t;o  pervade  the  whole  choir  of  other  voices,
and  then  to  rise  above  them  all,   and  become  audible
in  what  i.,I,rould  else  have  been  the   silence  of  an
:E:e:fr:g:°:6ke::a:fv:1:::a€ft:::8f::¥8  Voice  Was
After  the  murder  there  is  a  stl`angeness  in  the  voices  which
''had  accorded  and  sung  in  cadence  with  their  own."29     The
universal  ramifications  of  an  isolated  evil  act  "destroys
mol`e  Eden.s   than  our  own."3°    This  repeats  the  idea  ex.cressed
earliel`  that  ''oul`  own  little  separate  sin,  -makes  us
26see   APPENDIX  I,   a.
27Examples  may  be  seen  in  Spenser'S   ''A  Iietter  of  the
:£.E£28T±£±32¥  a;Ln±E±E±±±:n±± ,3£fj¥.5.§,3_593= ,  x][ ,   285_371 ,
28Hawthorne,   gp.   £±±.,   p.194..        29E±id.,   p.   206.
3oEng.,  p.  247.
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guilty  of  the  whole."5L    Once  discol`d  entel`s,   the  balance  is
upset  and  the  bonds  of   iympath,y  which  hold  the  cosmos. intact
begin  t;o  give  way.
Besides  viewing  the  universe  as  a  series  of  concentric
Spberes,   the  educated  man  of  the  Renaissance  saw  his  world
as  a  scale  (Ijatin ±£±±±)  ladder  on  which  all  cl'eation  is
I.anged  in  a  continuum  by  degrees  from  the  highest  to  the
lowest.    The  Renaissance  thinker  saw  this  ladder  as  a
vertical  section  extending  upwal.d  through  the  sphel`es,  and
from  man  downward  thl'ough  the  ran.ks  of  the  animal,   vegetable,
and  mineral  kingdoms  to  a  base  for.  the  ladder  reposing  in
crude,   unformed  mattel`.     Also  pl`esented  in  the  kindred
metaphor  of  the  Great  Chain  of  Being,   t;his  explanation
sought  to  expl.ess  perceptible  order  and  connection  in  the
reality  tangibly  shot.`/n  by  Nat;ure,  and  in  the  realms  of
incol`poi;eel  substances  guaranteed  by  I`evelation  and  I.eli-
1rJ
gious  faith.    Thus  it  is  both  an  effol`t  to  grasp  a  scien-
tifically  plausible  notion  of  the  cosmos,  and  to  convey  a
hieral.chy  of  values  ``/hich  a  mol.al  God  infused  from  IIis  mind,
by  His  wol.d,   into  all  thing.s.
Tracing  so  far  back  as  i;he  instinctive  basis  of
Platonic   or  Hebrei,..I  tii.c>ught  i;ha`t  what  is  hii=hest   is  best,   or
3|±RE.'  p.  2o8.
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vice  versa,   the  notion  of  the  ladder  of  Creation  admirably
suited  the  tightly  unified  and  theologically  tinted  cosmos
of  the  Middle  Ages.     The   system  used  in  the  Renaissance  was
essentially  t;he  medieval  scheme  as.outlined  in  The  Celestial
E±±=±=s±¥  of  Pseudo-Dionysius.32     In  later  times,   when  t;he
pul`ely  scientific   "truth"   of  the  scheme  was   shaky  or
exploded,  the  concept  still  held  obvious  adv€`ntages  for
presenting  a  lit;erary  interpretation  of  Man's  spiritual
quandal`y  as  related.  t;o  the  human  and  natural  world  around
him.     It  was  perhaps  most  serviceable  to  writers  conscious
of  the  I`eality  of  sin  and  the  problem  of  evil,   considered
either  as  states  of  privation,   or  of  negation  of  the  moral
law  penetratin:i  the  universe,   or  of  a  knowing,  willful  over-
turn  of  God's  order.     So   it  is  used,   for  example,   by
Spenser,33  Shakespeare,34  and  Milton.35    Even  though  Deistic
inclinations  and  Augustan  literary  vc)Sues  minimize  Alexander
32For  a  quick  sum.mary  of  the  orders  of  creation  set
forth  in  E±£  Celestial  E±+±£±=s±¥,   see  H"Dionysiu5-Ir665aEIElfu5|F5EEa6iDionys :.:::-::-
ng±?gEg?ie:-:eg:nt!eefi:i::;-o¥IEE:  :3:: :  s::r`i:tg::eo:|1or-
¥viiofi±±t|`Tg#ir£:=±Eage3=#g:
=:
Osborn  Ta5rlor,
' "  ==£z±9B££±|a
Br%t¥rSV,¥988f]i±S±9E¥
33Edmund  .Spenser,   "Hymn  to  Heavenly  Beauty"   in  lhe  Four
^_-i_-i    _-  __ I_-_-_
E±=L6dz±;E°3y±£.¥:&Tg#3gag:9{5£€5nffik€u3Eigim¥T
HlffllTn  Company,1908),   pp.   755-756.
5S±fi:;I::£p:I:S=;[=:::§¥n§¥rp¥¥:§g£±¥#:§:£¥f§T¥j£::aLE;d
Company,1953),   pp.   52-58.      See   also   pp.   359-£LIO   in   the   same
\/,fork  for  a   deb;3.iled   discussion   of   .S'.riai+`=espeare's   Renaissance
sources   for   tin+e   si:eecli.   on  degrees.
Egg::Pg¥i§i;-fa:=¥±fe;;;;:#4';#:i;£n:€t¥±±±ii£+e89#Eg±ork:
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Pope's  stress  on  evil,  the  dual  use  of  t;he  Chain  of  Being,
or  ladder,   is  apparent  in  his  E±ga][  B±  FjinL.36    Betvreen  Pope
and  Hawthor.ne,  Transcendentalism  came  to   sharpen  Hawthorne's
awal'eness  of  the  potent  reality  -can  one  say  ''dimension"?  -
of  Evil.    Hawthc)rne's  reaffirmation  of  ancient  truths  about
evil  gave  the  aging  metaphor  new  life  and  relevance.    It
was  once  in.ore  viable  and  inviting.
Hawthorne  alludes  to  this  configuration  of  the  universe
by  his  constant  use  of  height  and  depth  imagel`y.     The  depths
of  the  catacomb  of  St.   Cali3deus,   where   i;he  Roman  Church  was
born,   forms  a  striking  cont;Past  wit;h  the  high  dome  of  St.
Peter's.     An  infeltence  more  closely  relat;ed  to  the  ladder
of  creation  can  be  made  by  not;ing  the   similarity  beti..,reen  the
gloomy,   subterl`anean  house  of  the  dead,  tbe  "int;ricate
Passages  along  which  tbey  followed  their  guide,"37  and
Dante ' s ` Inferno ._         _   - -   J__
Hilda's  dov`e-cote,   at;op  which  there  is  a  shrine  of  the
Virgin,  is  a  striking  example  of  the  imagery  Hawthorne  uses
to  convey  t;he  ascent  into  the  ''sweet  air,  above  all  t;he
±Ig,:EBf¥#;X3§E;:::;:e±ofogfeiELfg.B:±#,¥:¥P¥;:;:.
Pp.   17-23,    56-.'L6.
37Ha`^/thome,   92.   gi±..   P.   59.
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evil  scents  of  Rome."38    q}he  stairs  leading  to  it  are
likened  t.o  ''Jacob's  lad`iel`,   or  .   .   .  the  staircase  of  t;he
q]ower  of  Babel,"59  and  to  Hilda's  "maidenly  elevation."4°
A  balf  playful  mention  is  made  to  an  ascent  beyond  tbe  top
of  the  tower.  but  Hilda  war.ns  tbat  if  Miriam  is  less  i;ban
an  angel,   sbe  ''would  find  the  stones  of  the  Roman  pavement
very  hard."41    Hawthol`ne's  descriptions  of  the  pit,  tbe
bottom  of  the  scale,   are  perhaps  the  more  vivid.42    Miriam.
because  of  her  sin,   is  denied  access  to  Hilda's  to``7er.43
Donatello's  ancestral  tower  is  likened  by  Kenyon  to:
a  man's  life,  when  he  has  climbed  to  eminence,
.   .   .  or,  let  us  rather  say,  with  its  difficult
steps,  and  the  dark  prison-cells  you  speak  of ,
your  tower  resembles  the  spiritual  experience
of  many  a  sinful  soul,  which,  nevertheless,  may
a:::gEL:tug:::?4into  the  Pure  air  and  light  of
I-ne  concept  of  the  Ijadder  of  Great;ion  is  as  pervasive
an  aspe6t  of  Renaissance  literaij-ure  as  the  theme  of  the
Golden  Age.     Not  only  is  it  nearly  ubiquitous  in  the  Ren-
aissance,  it  is  central  and .sharply  focused  in  literary
Works  and  poetry  very  well  knoi,`rn  to  Hawthorne.     It  can  be
38±RE.,   p.  70.
40#e.,  p.  71.
42¥Ipse.,p.191.
44±_b_±4.,   p.   292.
39Ibid.
4|Ibid.
45_Ep_ae.,   p.   241.
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found  in  at  least  three  'w.forks  of  Edmund  Spenser,45  the  most
notable  being  ''The  Hymn  of  Ijove,"   in  which  the  central  uni-
fying  image  is  the  ladder  of  love,   another  version  of  the
ladder.  of  creation.     In  fact,  Spenser  uses  the  complete
celestial  hierarchy,  unlike  Milton  who  modified  it  and
simplified.  the  AI.eopagite's  scheme.46    Ulysses'   speech  on
degree  in  Shakespeare's  Troilus  and Cressida  would  have
given  Hawthorne  a  prim_ary  source  from  the  period.     It  is
not  certain  that  Hawthorne  I`ead  Elyot's  The  Governor  or
clesiasticalHooker's  Laws   of  Ec =9±iE.     The  two  books  would
have  been  avails.ble  and  each  contains  the  idea  of  the  Ijadder
of  Great;ion  in  some  detail.     His  Athenaeum  reading  list
includes  Sir  i,'']'alter  Raleigh's |I i s t; o
Contains  the  great  ladder  concept  in  it;s  preface.T'
The  influence  of  Milton  on  Hawthorne  is  `.,Jell  known.
=T ¥_:a:J:¥; which
45|he  ladder  of  creat;ion  idea  is  found  in  Spenser's
Faerie
i:.TE
ueene I,   ix,   1,   p.110i   I,   X.   4-5,   P.   135;   Ilo   ilo
xii,   3,   p.   151;   V,   ix,   27-29,   pp.   108-109,
an-d  "The  Hymn  to  Ijove"   and   "The  Hymn  to  Heavenly  Beauty,"
±L  176-189,   pp.   744--745,   and  11.   22-105,   p=.   754-756,?T           -_     .         Tll          -t        ,E€3pectivelJ,-in  E±£  Eg¥±  3±!Z±±±TT  in
A-VarioHEHIfi6TnTdit;ed
ffioE€T-lE€  56HZI5riopkins  press ,1932-1938).
'Ihe   Tft'orks   of
E5-Eaivrn-GEE
Edmurld
eEil=If-±.
fffB=iti
46.'|n  the  convocations  in  heaven  and  the  parody  of  them
in  Pandaemonium  by  the  devils  it  was  inevitable  that  Milton
should  use  the  titles  of  the  nine  ol.del.S  of  the  heavenly
hierarchy  that  the  Church  had  inherited  fl`oin  Dionysius  the'Areopagite,'   .   .   .  But   .   .   .   thel`e  is   every  evidence  of
PI`otestant  and  Puritan  reticer`_ce  about  belief  in  angels  inPg§g:-£¥LT±E±§Efa;##§:,t.:rg;isEu#:ep;£S;§g§:ife!±gisi;?::a:::.
I`or  a   full  a.iscussion  of   this  point,   see  Robert  :I-I.   Tv.,.rest,
B±ig8:  gi;$5#±p-£g£53_£f;8?ens:     tphe  University  of  Georgia
4.7At'rie-naeum  list,   p.   59a,   #362.     Ihe  bibliogi-aphy  .of
E£;g¥pis+:a;-:i;±g``''p=£E-±±n(|i::rm`f:il.c[:"i.:+e[T|LI::X:#;n!8:mpan„
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His  sister,  Elizabeth  Hawthorne,  tells  in  a  letter  that:
Hawtborne  had  studied  Milton  in  his  youth,  and  an
understanding  of  Paradise  I.ost  was  subsequently
of  great  impoI.tan6F16-Hsffieloping.  a  prof ound
nhaa%`j'±:?$8  0f  the  Operation  of  evil  in  human
Milton  used  the  ladder  of  creat;ion  in  Paradise  Ijost.    Any
iLi--___ ..-.. I     _  _  _i    __=
one  of  the  possible  sources  would  have  given  Hawthorne  a
working  knowledge  of  the  concept  as  a  literal.y  possibility.
Haw`chol.ne's  cbal.acters  in  The  Mal`ble  Faun  occupy  dif-
fer.ent  positions  on  i=he  ladder  of  creationc    Mil`iam  is  a
Highly  intelligent  girl  ``Jho  has  artistic  talent,  yet  her
passions  too  often  gain  the  up|`;er  hand  and  steer  her  in  an
irl`at;ional  course.    The  abuse  or  neglect  of  reason  leads  to
a  descent  in  the  scale  of  being.    Her  passions  lead  her.
toward  evil.    The  agent  of  evil  in  the  romance  is  Miriam's
niorlel,  w'no  is  variously  called  tie  Spectre,   i;he  Capuchin,
Antonio,  and  the  adversary.49    If  the  romance  is  a  re-enact-
ment  of  the  Eden  stol..y,   then  Miriam  represents  Eve,   the
adversary  is  Satan,   and  Donat;ello .is  the  new  Adam.
48E|izabeth  Manning  Hawthol.ne  to  James  'T.   Fields,
Decembel`  1870   (Randall  Stewart,   "Recollections   of  Hawthol`ne
Eg45;:S:sg:5.Eli::b:El:';tAfn¥gLE¥¥iu5?;,xv#51!?a:::ry
the  record  of  Hai`/t'.riorne's  reading`   in  }b?ilton's  prose.
49|he  Hebrew  ti.lord  "sat;cr.`n"   translates  literally  as
''ad-v.er
¥;8f'¥¥±±;E±£g±^Hr,t5£±¥_:_¥¥E#La±;5n[£¥=;ss±
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Donatello  is   similar  t;o  Milton's  Adam  in  t;hat  he  is
naturally  noble,  honest,   sincel`e,   and  a  creature  at;  one
with  nat;ure.     Like  Adam  he  has  no  experiential  knowledge
of  evil.     Urilike  Adam  he  seems  to  lack  t;he  faculty  of  intel-
lect;  and  in  this  sense  is  less  than  human,   although  lacking
in  the  animalistic  traits  associated  with  beings  beneath
man.     He  is  a  special  case  roughly  analogous  i;o  the
p|`elapsarian  Adam.5°    Donai-jello's  place  on  the  ladder  at
the  beginning  of  the  romance  is  static,   ''not  supernatural,
but  just  on  I-he  verge  of  nature,  and  yet  within  it   .   .   .
standing  betwixt  man  and  animal   .   .   .  revelling   .   .   .  as  man-
"51    Afterkind  did  in  its  innocent  childhood;   before  sin   .   .   .
the  fall.his  mind  "rose  to  a  higher  life  than  he  had  hither-
to  experienced."52    Kenyon  observed  that  some  dark  calamity
had  left  a  visible  effect  "upon  Donatello's  intellect  and
disposition."53    With  the  development  of  the  intellect
came  kno`wledge,   and  with  knowledge   came  responsibilit;y.
The  feeling  of  guilt;  led  Donat;ello  to  his  confession  and
imprisonment.     His   sin,like  .L`J.dam's   in Paradise Le¥,  was
brought;  about  by  his  greater  love  for  a  creatul`e    than  for
the  Creator  and  his  own  spil`itual  well-being.     As  Eve  was
5°see   A==PEI\JI)IX   Ill.
5LHa`,`rthorne '   9£.   £i±.
52E±§.,   p.   325.
53|bid.,   p.   302.
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first  tempted  and  in  turn  tempted  Adam,   so  Miriam  fir.st
came  under  the  evil  influence  of  the  adversary  and,   thl.ough
a  glance  wbich  passed  between  hell  eyes  and  Donatello's,
endorsed  the  murder.     The  nature  of  their  crime  has  over-
tones  of  s-piritual  pride,  for  in  judging  the  murder  in  any
degree  justifiable,   they  usurped  a  power  I.eserved  for  God
alone,
Milton's  archangel  Michael  charges  the  guilty  Adam  and
Eve  upon  their  expulsion  from  Eden  with  their  responsi-
bilit;ies  to  each  other  and  to  God  in  t;heir  net./  life. 54   |n
The  }|'{arble   Faun Hawthorne  has  Kenyon  perform   this    function
under  the  serene  eye  of  the  st;atue  of  Pope  Julius  Ill  in
per,ugia. 55
Hilda's  countel`part  does  not  lie  in  the  Miltonic  epic.
She  appears  to  be  more  closely  akin  to  .S-.oenser's  Red  Cross
Knight.,  whose  journey  from  ignorant  faith  to  a  real  undel`-
54 |>aradi Se
55
±9£±i   books  XI-X||.
'''1  well  know,'   I.ejoined  Kenyon,   'that  I  shall  not
succeed  in  uttering-  the  few,   deep  words  `..Jhic'a,   in  this
mat.Cer,   as  in  all  others,   iriclude  the  absolute  truth.    But
here,   I.:il.iam,   is  one  T,`,'hom  a  terrible  misfol.tune  has  begun  to
educate;   it   bag  taken  him,   and  through  .yoi.ir  agency,   out  of
a  I../ild  and  ha`ppy  state,   which.,   1.I.Jithin  circu.inscribed  limits,
gave  him   jo.ys  thiD+I   he   canri.ot   elset.`,:here   find   on   earth ....
I.`Tc)t   for  earth.Iy  .oliss,   t.£!erefoir`e ,...   lout   I-or  mutual   eleva-tu-ion,   ?jzi.a   er.ccH`.ira;-=ement   t;c\..rards   a   severe   and   I)ainful   life,
you   Cat.:e   eil`ch  other's  hands.     And  if,   out  oi-toil,   sacrifice,
pra,yen,   penitence,   and   e,?+rnest   effort   i;-oT ,.,..ra`rds  ri,=±`ht   thing;.s,
there   comes   .    .    .   a   sombre   and  thou,.=;ht;ful   ha`iit>iliess,    c;aste
it,   and  ij-hank  IIeaven! "   pp.   368-370.
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standing  of  evil  is  by  way  of  education.    Hilda  had  no  part
in  the  murder,  yet  her  despondency  is  no  less  I`eal.     At
least  it  is  sufficient  to  dl`ive  a  New  England  gj.rl  to
Catholic  confession.     In  a  number  of  prose  writ;ings  of  the
Renaissance,   the  humanistic  view  of  education  is  advanced
and  debated.56    Hawthorne  could  have  seen  the  theory  almost
anywhere  in  the  authors  of  the  Renaissance  or  the  succeeding
centuries.     Milton's  Of  Education  and  4=£opagitica  both
discuss  t;he  theory  that  learning  t;hrough  I'eading  is  prefel`-
able  to  experience.    The  general  argument  of  all  such
tracts  is  that  good  is  truly  known  only  as  related  to  and
Contrasted  with  evil.     One  might  learn  of  evil  through
reading  and  study  with  no  danger  to  the  soul,  whereas  to
learn  the  same  amount;  through  experience` would  not;  only
endanger  the  soul  by  participation  in  evil,  but  also  be
much  less  efficient.     Hilda's  fil`st  concrete  ]mowledge  of
evil  as  a  reality  i.s  vicarious;   therefore  it  poses  no  direct
threat  to  her  soul.    Hilda's  position  on  the  ladder  of
creation  is  between  man  and  the  angels,   a.ust  as  Donatello's
Was  between  man  and  the  animals.     Both  al.e  a  little  other
than  human,   but  from  diffel`ing  sides  of  the  dividing  line.
56Renaissance  humanist  educational  theol`y  was  availa:ble
§§E:+¥¥pi;3#fe'i:3#§8¥3Eg§g¥i:±i€¥Oi;8E:£:,¥¥EL=:
Spenser's   lei;ter  prefixed  i;o  ±ri_e_  I_a_?ri_e_  |t+_e_eri£,   pp.   i67-168,
=FTdIFTi65eT5-EE€±¥-±±
#|'#€18!o.8:p# 3S¥?5 : Poems   of
Criticism
4Tai|exaFTdEE-P65eT-VaO|.   I.
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Each  is  deficient  in  his  o`m  way  and  each  is  humanized  by
the  murder;
Implicit  in  man's  unique  posit-ion  in  the  ladder  of
creation  is  the  corollary  of  the  inriate  dignity  of .man.    In
all  creation  man  alone  has  the  abilitJ  to  ascend  ol.  descend.
Kenyon's  speech,  cited  earlier,  echoes  the  idea  of  man's
special  place  in  the  universe.    God  has  provided  man  `'Jith
a  means  of  regaining  his  lost  Eden  through  the  exercise  of
his  unique  will.     Only  man  is  in  God's  image,   so  believed
the  Renaissance,   and  so  believed  H€?wthorne.     The  Renaissance
concept  of  the  dignity  Qf  man  was  put  into  clef initive  form
in  Pico's  ''Orat;ion  on  the  Dignity  of  Nan."57    Man's  central-
ity  in .the  universe  and  his  possession  of  a  free  will  were
the  touchstones  of  the  concept.     Man's  position  above  t;he
animals  and  below  the  angelic  ranks  meant  that  he  i,.,Jas  a
+
tl.ansitj-ional  figure  bl`idging  the  world  of  phs.'sical  na.t;ure,      /
the  world  of  the  body,  and  the  ``/orld  of  spiritual  I.eality,
the  world  of  the  soul.     This  dichotomy  of  the  body  and  the
soul  is  a  commonplace  in  the  works  of  Renaissance  Neo-
57.I.w'hen  Pico   chooses   the   'dignit;y   of  F'}an'   as  his  cenJu-Pal
theme,   he  is   r.erely  taking  up  certain  motifs  lr.Jh]..c.fi   €'ne  older
bumanism.  bad  again  and  again  treated  rhetorically.     lithe
treatise  De  dig:.fiitai3e  et
_              _    _    _  _            __   -     _         I-|_   .     _--_==-      _    -ilaHt¥Ii
exce ||ent;ia
in   1£L52   b}=   G-iano-zz-6 is_c 5`Fgt¥3:ig#;c::::c::Ec:,i,:i!!bl:n
sam.e   formal   ,3...ria   intellectual   sclier{ia   that  P'ico's   opa-I-ic>n
folloL.,Ts."      Ernst   Cassirer,   i±:l=_e_   Individual   _a__n_d_  jz±£   &_o_±_E_O_±  iE`-ifeiLeg2kz ,  t i.aEa-aE€a-rr6rf.hETG-e fffianlF-tHrifeRenal..ssance
i_   __     _       --`._      .    -_   ____
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Plat;onists,   the  plays  and  sonnets  of  Shakespeare,   the  poems
of  Petrarch,   JJante,   Spensel.,   Milton,   to  name  a  few  of  many.
Allied  with  the  body  and  with  the  rest  of  animal  nature
wet.e  the  passions.     In  the  realm  of  the  spirit,  .there  was
the  image  of  God  in  man,   the  inte.1lect.     The  fall  of  man
fl.om  original  harmony  had  resulted  in  his  being  able  to
know  good  from  evil.     At  the  expulsion,   Michael  inst;I`ucted
Adam  and  Eve  that  they  had  been  given  a  will  with  freedom
of  choice.     The  will  was  inclined  toward  a  pleasure  princi-
ple,  the  satisfaction  of  animal  wants.    It  was  equally  apt
to  choose  the  satisfact.ion  of  intellectual  wants.    Evil  was
constituted  by  the  following  of  the  dictat;es  of  the  passions
to  the  detriment  of  the  reason.     Hawthol`ne  has  eLpitomized
man's  moral  dilemma  in  the  opening  f`al.agraph
Faun  in
of  The  Marble
a  symbol   (as  apt  at  this  moment   as   it  was  i;wo
thousand  5.rears  ago)   of  the  Human  Soul,   t.'/itb  its
choice  of  Inr.ocence  or  Evil  close  at  hand,   in
the  pretty  figure  of  a  child,  clasp
her  bosom,  but  assailed  by  a  snake.5-35  a   dove   to
Phe  opposition  of  body  and  soul  is  at  the  base  of  Kenyon's
statement  that  ''while  we  live  on  ear.th,   it  is  tl`ue,  we  must
needs  carl.y  our  skeletons  about  with  us;   but,   for  Heaven's
Domandi   OTew  York:      Harper  and  Row,   Pu`olishers,1963),   p.   t33.
§£3  a:.:i:  5:€E:.-:`z:_:r3:Lk--:;6L#pg¥£-a3¥48¥  (l`Te.`'J  York:     Harper
58Hawthorne,  92.  £i±..   P.   ]9.
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sake,  do  not  let  us  burden  our  spit.its  with  tbem,  in  our
feeble  efforts  to  soar  ripward!".59    Hawthorne  moralizes  on
t;he  state  of  man'  and  uses  the  basic  dichotomy   to  do  so      r
when  he  says:
While  the  fertile  scene  showed  the  never-failing
beneficence  of  the  Creator  towards  man  in  his
gi:i:i:¥h§:i:i:-r;::::i::;i:i76`6:::::s::::i:jay-
Man  served  yet  another  function  in  the  Renaissance
cosmology.     Man  was  seen  to  be  a  micl`ocosm  reflecting  the
macrocosm  in  all  essential  points.     'l`he  series  of  expanding
analogies  extending  down  through  the  sphere;  from  the  God-
head  on  tbe  outer  edge  of  i;he  universe  came  to  a  concentl`ated
point  in  man  in  the  center.    Man's  innate  dignity  is  supremely
assel`ted  by  this  P.Lenaissance  concept.     I-Iawthorne  would  have
become  acquaint;ed  1,i,Pith  tbis  par.t  of  the  concefjt   of  man's
place  in  the  universe  from  the  same  sources  tbat  familiii`rized
bin  with  the  notion  of  the  Ijadder  of  Creation.    Accol`ding
to  E.   M.   'w'.   Tillyal`d:
Just  as  in  the  chain  of  being  the  position  of  man
was  the  most  interesting  of  all,   so  among  t;he
cor.respo`ndences   that  bet-it/ecm   man  and  the  cosmos
was   th`e   most   famous   and  tin.e  most   exci{;ing ....
i;he   idea   of  rian  sum`-.ling  up   tin.e  universe   in  him-
59E±±g.,   pij.   295-296.                  6°±±±±.,   p.   3£L|.
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€£:fE#ga%e::]=::¥6.fold  On  the  imaginations  of
Hawt,hol.ne  has  taken  advantage  of  tl.aditional  correspond-
ences  or  sympathetic  bonds  w.tiich  ho.1d  the  various  layel`s  of
the  cosmos  together.    According  to  Tillyard,  the  layers,
which  is  but  another  way  of  seeing  a  sectional  view  of  bhe
spheres,   are  '`the  divine  and  angelic,   the  universe  or  macro-
cosm,   the  com,raonwealth  or  body  politic,   man  or  the   micl`ocosm,
and  the  lower  creations."62    Events  hap{]ening  in  one  sphere
are  reflect-ed  in  all  the  others.    It  has  all.eady  been  pointed
out  that  Adam's  sin  upset  the  balance  and  ser]`t  a  ripple  out-
ward  into  the  I`est  of  the  cosmos.     Donatello's  individual
childhood  was  shot,.,'n  to  represent;,   in  type,   that  of  his  race
and  of  the  gI`eat  1..7orld.     His  subsequent  maturation  is  also
an  individual  restatement   of  `h:.'hat  had  long  `ctefore  taken
Place   on  t2i.e   cosmic   level.     T'.rie   corres.pori_dences   rna;v   1,d7ork
in  either  direction.     In  the  case  of  Adam,   ti-ie  col'respond-
ences  carried  i;he  disordel`ing  pl.inciple  out`^,Tard  fl`om  the
center.     They  work  in  tbe  other  direction;   i.e.,   from  the
top  down,   in  the  form  of  st;ellar  influences,   the  a.irect
int;ervention  of  Providence,   and,   in  g±g  !±e=P±£  E±±£,   from
'  t;he  broa`a  Fall  of  }`J{an  theme   to   tti.e   s-~ecific   fall   of
I) o na I e i I o ,
Pork: 6L±ie"I:{a:-a.#c::+y3:gf,a#: E#a}':£g¥8t#€  =ist¥¥  ( PTe`.'
62_l`o__id„   p.   77.
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Donatello's  at;tempt  to  summon  i;he  forest  creatures  as
he  had  in  his  youth  resulted  in  his  cry,   "Death,.  deatb!
rThey  know  it!"63     The  animals  with  whom  he  ha.d  been  connected
by  a  bond  of  sympathy  fail  to  answer  his  noi..J  alien  call.
Kenyon  responds  t;o  a  landsca|:..e  in  wbich  "1al<:es   opened  i;heir
blue  eyes  in  its  face,  reflecting  heaven,  lest  mortals  should
forget  that  better  land  \\then  they beheld  t'ae  earth  so  beauti-
ful.M64    He  interprets  the  scene  to  Donatello  as  a  ''page  of
heaven  and  a.  i[,age  of  earth."65  . Another  passage  which  por-
trays  nafulie  as  God's  hieroglyph66    occurs  when  the  rolling
clouds  are  linked  in  the  sculptor's  imaginrp.tion  to  a  re-enact-
ment  of  original  Creation.67    The  heavens  reflect  I)onatello's
state  of  mind  when  he  sees  the  fol`m  of  the  dead  monk  in  the
68..Cloud  formations       ln  much  the  sane  manner  that  the   storm
reflects  the  strife  in  the  in:..crocosm  in  EE±Ln£  Ee±=.
Hawthorne  has  used   the  Golden  Age-Eden  am.algam  as  T,he
basic  metaphor  in  The  Mal`ble  Faun.     He  has  fit.t;ed  his
char.acters  in  the  Renaissance  framework  of  the  ladder  of
Creation  and  has  relied  on  the  sympathies  or  correspondences
63Hawt.aorne,   BE.   £±.,   P.   288:
64±±±£„   p.   297.                          65E±±±.,   p.   298.
66|bid.                                             67E±i§.,   p.   305.
68±±1§.,   p.   3o6.
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linking  the  various  layel.s  of  the  cosmos  to  man,   specifically
to  Donatello  as  microcosm,   to  show  the  social  I.amifications
of  sin  just  a.s  Milt;on  had  done  to  show  the  cosmic  results
of  Adarp's  Fall.     The  cell.trality  of  man  in  the  Renaissance
cosmolog.y  is  reflected  in  Milton's  epic  and  in  Ha-`,`zthorne's
romance.     Man  is  necessarily  central  in  bot;b  because  of
their  common  theme  of  man's  I.edemption  from  the  fallen
state ,
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CHAPIER   11
DEMONOIioGY   IN   H-IE   MARBLE   FAUN
In  addition  to  the  cosmological  ideas  discussed  in
chapter  one,   which  Hawthorne  obtained  from  the  Renaissance,
he  used  another  bl.anch  of  learning  which  was  of  importance
in  the  Renaissance,  the  science  of  demonology.     The  funda-
ment;als  of  the  ancient  al.t  of  witchcraft  remained  unchanged
from  the  time  of  Henry  Cornelius  Agrippa  to  the  famous
Salem  witch  trials.     Demonology  stemmed  from  the  writ;ings
of  the  Neo-Platonists,  the  lealming  of  the  ancients  as
seen  and  modified  by  tbe  l`1iddle  Ages,   the  Jewish  and  Chris-
tian  cabalistic  and  gnost;ic  writings,   and  the  I`emnants  of
the  magico-religious  lore  of  Egypt  and  Babylonia.1    Demon-
ology  often  I`eflected  the  warmth  and  color  of  Oriental
Sources,   and  Hawtborne,   relating  the  various  s:`,eculations
as  to  Mil.iam's  origin,   says   she  was   thought  to  be   Jei,J,fish,
''an  idea  perha`ps  suggested  by  a  certain  rich  Oriental
character  in  her  face."2    Her  dark  eyes  of  soundless  depth
and  'f`.er  "black,   abundant  hair  .   .   .   such  as  crot,`Jns  no
Christ;lan  maiden's  head"3  seem  to  verify  her  ancestral
Lsee   APPEITDIX  IV.,
2Ha\./thorzi.e,   =±±£  `±:±=:\2±±  Z±±±=t   P.    58.
3EEg.,  p.   65.
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cormection  with  the  East.    This  suspicion  is  later  verified
by  Miriam  herself .4
Kenyon  says  that  Miriam  has   "bet.7itched"5  Donatello.
He  laughir`.Sly  tells  her  that  sli.e  has  the  powers  of  an
enchantress.     Hawthorne  describes  her  as  resembling  ''one  of
those  images  of  light,  which  cono.urers  evoke."6    Although
Miriam  is  never  seriously  called  a  witch  or  a  supernatural
being,  Hawth.orne  has  kept  her.  origins  a  secret  and  has  lr.ade
them  subject  to  much  speculation.7    There  is  speculation,
too,   concerning  her  exact  I.elationship  to  the  Spectre;   i.e.,
her  model-adversary.     I`J[iriam  herself  joins  in  this  srjecula-
tion.     Even  in  her  playful  tales   +u-here  is  perhaps  a  hal`d
core  of  truth.   for  Ha',..rthol`ne  notes   that   ''it  was   someti,.rbat
I.emal.kable  that  all  her  romantic  fantasies  arrived  at  this
self-same  dreary  termination."8    The  dreary  tel`mination  of
t.,'hich  he  speaks  is  the  devil  pact  implicit  in  each.
The  first  story  about  the  Spectre,   that  told  by  the
Italian  guide,   to  be  linked  with  Miriam's  model  vJas  the
legend  of  Mermius,   a   "man,   or  demon,   or  man-demon,"   whose
duty  as  a  Roman  spy  sent;  him  into  t'ae  catacombs  in  search
of  fugitive  Christiari.s.     Once  he  '../as  gI`anted  divine  inrlul-
4E±±.,   p.   tl-86.
6RE.'  p.  36.
8±RE..'   p.   5o.
5E±i±.,   p.   35.
7EEL±.,   p.   38.
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gence,   but  I`efused  it  and  was  damned  to  roam  the  i;ombs
•etel.nally.    Bringing  him  to  the  light  of  day  was  thought
to  be  i;he  same  as  unleashing  the  Devil  on  earth.9    It  was
wit;h  this  demon-man  that  Miriam  is  thoug.ht  to  have  made  a
Pact .
The  diabolic  pact  is  a  part  of  an  immense  store  of
demonology  already  old  in  the  Renaissance.     The  essentials
of  the  pact  are  that;  one  knowingly  and  formally' exchanges
his  soul,   and  it;s  I`ight  to  heaven,  with  the  Devil  in  I.etul.n
for  cert;aim  powers  over  the  elements  for.  as  long  as  that
mortal  shall  live.     Miriam's  model  functions  symbolically
in  the  romance  as  a  type  of  Satanic  figure.    This  is  indi-
Cated  by  the  scene  at  the  fountain  whel`e  Miriam  ''took  up
some  of  the  water  in  i;he  hollow  of  her  hand,   and  practiced
an  old  form  of  exorcism  by  flinging  it  in  her  persecutor's
face."L°    She  accompanied  the  I.ite  i,`Jith  the  formula,   "in
the  name  of  all  the  Saints ,...   vanish,   Demon,   and  let  me
be  free  of  you  now  and  fol`evel`."LL     The  model's  hands  al.e
Spoken  of  as  "brown,   bony  talons."12    This  image   of  a  dark
bird  of  preyL3  I.e-enforces  the  notion  that  he  is  a  pernicious
9±±±±.,   p.   48f.                           L°E±±.,  p.176.
11|bid.                                                 L2±p±g.,   p.   114.
L3Phere   is  a  bird  of  pliey  associated  T,`rith  the   im,age   of
Satan .in  Milton's   e-:)ic   T,..ri-iere   "Bob:n~  Fable   a`nd  Provisions
vanished  quite/1;``Jith+ sound  of  Iris.rpies  wings,   and  'Palons   heard;/
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agent;  who  would  destroy  Miriam.     The  supernatural  character
of  the  model  and  of  his  relation  to  Miriam  is  further  estab-
lished  when  they  meet  in  the  Borghese  GI`ove.     The  atmosphel.e
insulates  the  two,  and  there  erected  "an  insuperable  barrier
bet;ween  their  life  stl`eams  and.  other  currents,   which  might
seem  to  flow  in  close  vicinity."    Thel`e  is  an  "unsympat;hetic
medium"L4  separating  them  fl.om  the  natural  correspondence
of  the  universe.     The  Stl`ange  relationship  between  Miriam
and  her  model  is  inviolable.     Their  ''fates  cross  and  are
entangled."15    Miriam  expresses  a  desire  t;o  break  their
pact  and  urges  the  model:
Pray  for  delivel`ance  from  me,   since   I  am  your
evil  genius,   as  you  are  mine.     Dark  as  your  life
B::t?£8ni   I  have  known  you  to  pray  in  times
At  these  words  the  model  ''shook  and  grew  ashy  pale.     In  this
man's   memory,   i;:n_ere  was   something  that   made   it;   awful   for  him
{
to  think  of  pl;ayer."]7    Nil.iam's  will  appears  to  be  subol`din-
ated  to  the  model's,   for  he  Says,   ''You  know  the  power  that
I  nave   over  you.     Obey  my  bidding .... "18    Later  in  the
Only  the   importune  Temptel`  still  I`emained ,... n     Pal`adise
||,   4-02-404-:   !±£  ±'£=!Sfi  9£  !9±±  !£±±±£Lni   IIT--±±. -P;Re2:ainedE35
L4Hawthorne,   g£.   £±±.,   p.   ||4.     L5±±±g.,   p.117.
L6|bid.                                                         L7Ep±€.,   p.   ||8.
18±p±±.,   p.119.
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.romance,  Kenyon  sees  wbat  he  interpl`ets  as  Mi±iam's  kneeling
to  the  model.L9    The  model's  function  in  the  romance  is
kept  ambiguous.     Taken  literally,  he  is  merely  an  artist's
mannequin,   but  his  effect  upon  Miriam's  wol`k  and  upon  her
disposition  belies  liberalism.    His  influence  has  left
tl`aces  in  her  paintings  and  sketches  "which  would  destroy
all  Mil`iam'S  prospects  of  true  excellence  in  art.n2°
Hawt;horns  has  used  images  and  situations  from  demon-
ology  in  his  characterization  of  Mir-lam  and  her  demonic
model.    This  substl.atum  of  witchcraft  with  Satanin  the
garden  may  be  construed  as  the  first  seduction  through
evil  al`ts,
The  author  makes  use  of  witchcraft  and  demon  lore  in
The  Marble  Faun  in  instances  other  than  i;he  pol'tl`ayal  of
Miriam's   er`.tanglement  with  the  model.     Hawthorne's   oi;her
allusions  to  Such  lol`e  are  random  and  seem  to  be  used  chiefly
for  t;heir  colorific  and  connotative  value.2L
The  brief  mention  of  Prospero22  has  suggestive  power
]9E±se.,  p.   i32.                       2o±±±e.,   p.   4.7.
2LThe`  notable  exception  to  this  is  the   small  number  of
allusions  to  magic  that   cluster  al`ound  Hawth_orne's   imag.e  of
the  al`tist   as  a  magician.     These   T...v'ill  be  discussed  in  a
separate  chapter  on  Hawthorne's  theory  of  art  as   e={emplified
in  lhe  Marl)le  Faur`_.
22HawthorLe,   !±±  ngeLr±±£  E±!Ln,   pp.   185-186.
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and  recalls  to  the  reader  Shakespeare's  Ese±,  in  which
Prospero  api)ears  as  a  natural  magician  who  commands  the
powers  of  earth  and  air.    Hawthorne  has  not  confined  his
references  to  natural  magicians  only,  but  speaks  also  of
the  black  magicians,   necromancers.     A  longer  allusion  to
Benvenuto  Cellini's  account,  in  the  ±igEi8gE±ELh¥t   of  the
phantoms   evoked  by  a  ne6romancer  in  the  ruined  Coliseum
enhances  i;he  aura  of  malevolence  which  t;hickens  the  over-
ripe  atmosphere  of  ancient  Rome's  col'inuption  and  impending
death  and  decay.
Ot;her  incidental  colorific  uses  of  Renaissance  super-
stitious  lore  are  the  brief  mention  of  an  English  Templar,
who  visited  Monte  Beni  in  search  of  information  about  the
legend  of  Donatello's  ancestors,23  and  t;he  use  of  such
expressions   as  ''alchemist"   in  the  description  of  the  golden
color  in  the  sky  at  lu`Ionte  Beni,24  "atmosphel.ic  terror"   and
"charmed  and  deadly  circle"  describirig  the  malarial  infes-
tation  of  Rome  in  the   sumL-{ier.25     One   instance   in  which
Hawthorne  has  used  a  supel`sitition  to  add  dimension  and
Color  to  a  situation  which  deserves   s-Lcecial  attention  is
the  scene  in  which  the  dead  Ca`puchin  monk,   identified  with
23EE±.,   p.   291.
25±Eg.,  p.  248.
24E!#.,  p.   3o7.
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the  mul`dered  adversary,   '01eeds  when  Miriam  approaches  the
bier.     Kenyon  explains  the  odd  occurl.ence  to  his  o``7n
rational  satisfact;ion,  but  Mil`iam,  apparently  the  only  one
of  i;he  group  who  knows  the  supernatural  significance  of  the
situation,  reminds  the  gI`oup  of  the  old  superstition  that
i;he  bodies  of  the `murdered  men  bleed  upon  t;he  entrance  of
the  murderer  into  the  rc;om. 26
There  is  a  clear  precedent  from  Renaissance  literatul.e,
in  Shakespeare's Richardg  ZEE,  for  the  use  of  this  old  belief
in  literatul`e  where  Iiady  Anne  says:
Oh  Gentlemen,   see,   see  dead  Henries  wounds,
Open  their  congeal'd  mouthesT=fiangleed  afresh.
Blush,   blush,   thou  lumpe  of  fowle  Deformitie:
For.   'tis  thy  presence  that  exhales  _/Eraws  fort±7
this  blood
From  cold  and  empty  Veins  whel`e  no  blood  dwe|s.27
In  this  connection,  I.  F.  Thiselton  Dyer  recalls  that  the
Superstition  is  very  old  and  was  once  almost  universally
held  to  be  true.28
Hawthorne  need  not  have  taken  the  idea  for  this  device
from  Shakespeare,  although  he  certainly  could  have.     His
26ERE.,   pp.   221-222.
27wi||iam  Shakes.:eare,  E±gke£  ±±±,I,   ilo   6l-65t   in
¥#g¥t±#EL]g£±¥TapTF¥fEps±;c:u¥tH8g:S:ng:w£593,,ANewiu r rj. e s s
p.   52.
Gr±f:::i  g;dT::::::::nL3::;5:  g+E8E:=£  2±
S..ria`i=es-.3eare (London:
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reading  shows  that  he  was  .acquainted  with  a  nun.oer  of  sources
of  such  lore.     Necromancy,   demonQlogy,   witchcra±.t,   natural
magic,   all  related  subject;s,  would  have  been  commonplaces
to  a  reader  of  Incl`ease  Mather's  E±±uL±±±=±g±±E  Providences,
Cotton  Mather's  ¥±g=±±±±  !E=±±±  ±E£Lr±£±±±,   Joseph  Barlow
Felt0  !±±  4P¥±  9£  £±±±E,  Sir.Waiter  Scott's  Iietters  on
2£E9P9±98¥ and  1.I.Jitchcl.aft J)avid  Brewster's  Ijetters  on
E±±±±=±±  ¥±g±£,   Christopher  Marlowe I s  2££±9=  E£E£±±±±,29
Robert  Browning ' s Paracelsus and  many  other  works  dealing
at  least  in  part  with  the  subject.3°    IIawthol`ne's  reading
list  does  not  include  uellini'S  4±REggE±E±¥t   butt   Since
he  alluded  to  it  in  the  romance,  it  seems  likely  tbat  he
had  read  it.     With  the  background  in  demonology  he  had
already  aca_uil`ed,  however,  his  I`eading  it  would  have  contri-
buted  lit;tie  to  his  knowledge  of  the  subjecij.
29|v|a|.|owe's  Doctor  Faustus  was  based  in  part  on  the
±:::p::%o#::=`:of=EE¥no¥ET:¥::€,g:±pE:\,vt±g:ng¥+§dand
:::::::: ##: P,:::S :? #::::;,: : sbE:a:ta:g 3:rgo;:::;:i:Yn
Marlowe  alone  would  have  acquainted  Hawthol`ne  with  the
literary  possibilities  latent  in  diabolic  pacts  and  t;he
occult   scierices   of  the   t{enaissance.     See  APPENDIX  IV.{
3°Hawtho|`ne's  Athenaeum  reading  list  indicates  that
the  works   listed  above  i,,./el`e   charged  i;o   ln.im.     See  numbers
299,   298a,   391,   52,   290,   and  61  respect;ively  in  the
Athenaeum   1]..st.
Hawthorne's  use  of  demon-lol`e  in  The Ma
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I`ble  Faun  is
spar.ing.    He  has  used  it  chiefly  in  char.acterizing  Miriam,
the  mQdel,  art.d  the  relationship  of  the  two.     Gel.tain  frag-
mentary  allusions  seem  to  be  use-d  primarily  to  thicken  the
air  of  mysL-ery  by  tinting  certain  situations  with  the
occult  or  the  supel`natural.
OHAI'TER  Ill
HAWTHORNE   AND   RENAISSANCE
FICTIONAli   TECHNIQUES
Hawthorne  was  indebted  to  the  t¢enaissance  tradition
for.  several  of  the  fictional  techniques  that  he  used  in  The
Mar.ble  J!'aun.     For  example,   the  use  of  a  series   of  allusions
calculated  to  fol`m  a  progl.ession  of  successive  types  cul-
minating  in  an  element  in  t;he  main  action  of  the  romance  is
a  t{enaissance  device  used  by  Milton  and  Dpenser,   who  drew
upon  the  techniques  of  other  Renaissance  poets  including,
among  the  Italians,  Petrarch,   Tasso,   and  Ariosto.     Besides
his  use  of  typological  foI`eshadowing,   as  the  device  is
usually  called,  Hawthorne  also  used  allegory.     Although
allegory  is  not  exclusively  a  ttenaissance  techniT.ue,   it  was
developed  to  a  High  degree  in  the  chivall`ic  epics  of  the
*
Renaissance.1    broadly  interpreted, Tbe  Mar.ble  Faun  is  an
allegory  of  the  clash  betv7een  good  and  evil  and  i;he  Fall  of
Man.     Within  the  I`omance  there  are  a  number.  of  smaller.
allegol`ies  which  serve  as  tributaries  to  the  main  allegol`y
of  in.an,   go`od,   and  evil.
93#g:Efigj:±fl.i:=i¥'p¥¥i=£`§qu¥±¥gid]S3:3id±E±-
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The  typology  of  the  romance,   as  has  been  stated,   is  the
result  of  calculated  progressions  of  allusions  f oreshadowing
lan  event  or  the  fate  of  a  character  in  the  narrative.    The
first  of  these  to  be  considered  in  this  study  is  the  typ-
ology  of  Rome  itself  in  relation  to  the  Golden  Age-Eden
theme.     The   second  is  typology  foreshadowing  Miriam  as  a
partner  in  i;he  murder  of  the  mysterious  adversary.    The  last
is  the  typological  progl`ession  culminating  in  Donatello's
fall ,
The  basic  metaphor  of  the  I`omance,   the  Garden  of  Eden
from  the  Bibl.ical  tradition,  is  supported  and  univel`salized
by  its  combination  with  the  pagan  myth  of  the  Golden  Age.
Hawthorne  has  suggested  another  such  re-enf orcing  myth  in
his  brief  allusion  to  t;he  beginning  of  Rome.     After  a  des-
cription  of  ''the  battered  triumphal  arch  of  Septimius
SeI`verus   .   .   .   the  desolate  Forum   .   .   .   a  shapeless  confusion
of  modern  edifices"2  and  other  scenes  in  a  panorama  of
mutability,   tlawt;home  points  out  the  constant
Alban  Mountains,   looking  just  the   same,   amid  all
t£±€hg:,:,:i'dagse:h£=8eia±;_#£:sE:gu,+,:±L¥9Zed
+
The`allusion  is  to  the  familiar  myth  of  the  founding  of  Rome
as  told  in  Vil`gil's  Aeneid4  and  Ijivy's  Histol`.y.5    The  image
2Hawthorne,  98.  gi±..   P.   20.
3Ibid.
4virgil,  E±  ±±±±±±,  in  !£±=g±±+±  H9ik£
i;ra-fi.sTiiFTi`':a€fall,
!Phe   :":odern   Iji.c>rar.y,
of
University  Press,1961).
g:#83€:m%# tfig€fefk :
vol. 5EiYgi #vlfgg¥p 2*6a[t-;:::;e?y.i:,;s
T#o#:i:am
0.   Foster,
. :     Harvard
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of  the  purity  of  t;he  Italian  countryside  before  centuries
of  rubble  had  accumulated  there  is  fir.st  established  and
then  quickly  .shattel`ed  by  the  single  allusion.     It  was  at
the  half-finished  wall  that  Romulus  killed  his  brother
Remus.    Even  in  its  founding,  Rome  was   stained  by  a  fratri-
cide.     This  allusion  in  a  work  whose  basic  myth  is  the  blend
of  Eden  and  AI`cadia  takes  on  added  significance  when  one
I`ecalls  its  unstated  pal`allel  in  the  Biblical  myt;h  of  Cain
and  Abel  to  which  it  is  typologically  related.
The  broad  theme  of  homic.ide  is  particularized  in  the
typology  of  Miriam.     The  theme  is   supported  by  a   series  of
three  typologically  related  Biblical  allusions,   the  Jael-
Sisera  myth   (Judges  4:17-24-),   that;   of  Judit;h  and  Holofel`nes
(Judith  8-15),   and  the  Her.odias-John  the  Baptist  myth
(Matthew{  14).     The   allusions   are  made   by  way   of  ri'{iriam's
deDi6t-ion  ol-the  Biblical  scenes.     As  Donatello   looks
through  her  pol`t;folio  of  sketches,
the  first  sheet  that  he  took  up  was  a  .   .   .
sketch,   in  which  the  artist  had  jot;ted  down
her  rough  ideas  for  a  picture  of  Jael  driving
the  nail  through  the  i;emples  of  Sisera.
The  two   looked   ''as   if  Miriam  had  been  sij-anding   .oy  when  Jael
gave  the  first   stroke  of  tii.er  murderous  hammer,   or  as  if  she
herself  i,i/ere   Jael ....
6±RE.,   p.   6o.
„6
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Mil.lam  had  at  first  depicted  Jael  as  "perfect  woman-
hood,"   but  had  finished  t'r_'_e  sketch  with  "a  certain  wayward
quirk  of  her  pencil,  which  at  once  converted  the  heroine
into  a  vulgar  murderess."7    The  second  sketch  showed  Judith
holding  the  disembodied  head  of  Holofernes  which  ''was
screwing  its  eyes  upward  and  twirling  its  features  into  a
diabolical  grin  of  triumphant  malice,  which  it  flung  right
in  Judith's  face..i8
The  third  sketch  depicted
the  daughter  of  Hel`odias  receiving  i;he  head  of
John  the  Baptist  in  a  charger ....   Miriam  .... i
had  imparted  to  the  saint's  face  a  look  of  gentle
::£e±e:g:::¥  :€P=£:C±;±':::h.S:d.9nd  blessed  eyes
The  order  in  which  Hawthorne  has  presented  i;hese   is
important  typologically.     The  first  comes  fl`om  the  Old
Testameni;,   the  second  from  Apocl`yphal  wl`itings  of  the  inter-
testamerital  period,   and  the   thil`d  fl`om  the  I`Tew  Testament.
They  ascer`_d  chronologically,   leading  up  to  the  discussion
of  Miriam's  possible  Jewish  origin,   the  linking  of  ]vliriam's
self-portrait  to  the  picture  of  Judit;h,  and  tel`minate  in
the  compal.ison  of  li'Iiriam  to  Guido's  pol`trait  of  Beatrice
Cenci .10
7Ibid.
9E±±.'   p.   61.
8E±ts.,  pp.   60-61.
|OE±id.,  p.   85.
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These  allusions  form  a  typological  progression  not
only  in  t.erms  of  simple  chronology,   but  also  in  i;erms  of
their  ascending  complexity.     The  progl.ession  prefigures
Miriam's  dubious  guilt.     In  i;he  first  allusion  the  murder
is  divinely  inspil`ed  and  ordained.     It  is  elemental,.
charismatic,   and  in  direct  obedience  to  God..     The   second
allusion,   too,   though  less  elemental,   is  committed  under
divine  sanction.     The  thil`d,   in  a  picture  showing  Her.odias
receiving  the  head  of  John  the  Baptist  from  her  daughter.,
is  imbued  by  Hawthorne  through  his  character  Miriam  with
''love  and  endless  remorse'LL`   and  is  the  most  complex  of
the  Biblical  allusions.     'ithe  allusion  to  the  Renaissance
murdel`ess  Beatl`ice  Cenci  is  perhaps   i;he  most   complex  and
ambiguous  of  the  whole  progression.     Hilda  calls  her  "a
fallen  angel,  -   fallen,  and  yet  sinless."    Miria.in  remarks
that  ''Beatrice's  own  conscience  does  not  acauit  'aer  of  some-
thing  evil,   and  never  to  be  forgotten."-±2    In  ambiguity  of
innocence  or  guilt,  Beatrice  Cenci's  sin  is  rivaled  only
by  that  of  Miriam  herself .     This  dual  pl`o.gression,   chron-
ological  and  in  ascending  ordel`  of  comblexity,   is  a_uite  in
accord  with  the  Renaissance  technique  of  tuxpology.     The
earlier  Hebrew  types   of  Christ  '.`/ere  cruder,   mol`e   elemental,
and  of   a   more  physical   n~=`tul`e.     i.!Ln   example   of   a  physical
-----------.
||ife-ap±g.,p.61.
1±2¥.,  p.  84.
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prefiguration  of  Christ  is  Samson,   as  seen  both  in  Judges
and  in  Milton's  §±mLEgLn  ±ge±±£±£E.13    This  elemental  figul.e
operates  almost  ent;irely  in  the  realm  of  brute  strength
in  the  service  of  his  Lord;  whereas  later  proto-Christs,
e.  g.,  David  and  Joshua.,   exhibit  greatel`  admixtures  of  the
intellectual  and  moral  faculties  with  that .of  physical
Strength.     The  same  may  be  said  of  the  cunning,   but
primarily  physical,  Heracles  as  compared  with  Theseus,  both
types  of  Chl'ist  dl`awn  from  the  pagan  classics.     The  cul-
mination  of  the  progression  in  Christ  is,   of  course,
entirely  spiritualized.     The  progl`ession  of  temptations
presented  to  Christ  by  Satan  in  [\.1ilton's  PL±=±§±±±  Bfg±inid
follows  a   similar  development  from  elemental  art.d  physical
temptations  of  food  p.nd  water  to  the  slightly  more  intel-
le-ctualized,   though  still  physical,   temptation  of  wealth,
to  intellectual  and  si.`,iil`itual  texptations  of  leer.ming  and
Poll..,er.
Miriam's  sin,   though,   is  not  so  much  her  part  in  the
mul`der  as  it  is  her  effect  on  Donatello.     Even  this  is  nc>t
entirely  evil,  for  Donatello's  fall  has  made  it  possible  for
him  to  gr.ow  into  adulthood  and  resi=,onsibilitj,I.     Indeed,   the
gro\,`.rth  of  Donatello's   soul  has  been  foreshadoi,.red  in  the
romance   through   ty-,.1,olo3y.
In  an  eal`lier  cin_api;er  of  this   siJud.y  Donatello's   furl.ction
L3See   I.r_e   editor's   in+jroduct;ion   to   SLimson  .L`-.gon]..stes   in
!g-fci?=¥|?usg(c#i:#Tg=i:?iifo3;fs#TE=i:i¥i;#esp,?.v
540-541.
4.0
as  a  microcosm  was  discussed  briefly.     He   functions  in  t;he
I.omance  as  the  culmination  of  a  sel`ies  of  foreshadoi,./ing
types.     He   is  Adam  in  the  sense  that  he  I`epresents  man  who
falls  from  the  blissful  state  through  sin.    I)onat;ello's
ancestral  mythology  contains  a  story  i;ypifying  and  prefig-
ul.ing  his  own  fate.     ti.e  and  Miriam  re-enact  the  st;ory  of
his  ancestor  in  type  in  the  Borghese  gardens.    The  dance
in  the  gardens  epitomizes  the  en.tire  myth  of  the  Fall  of
Man.     The  epitome  is  a  number  of  things  at  once.     It  is  an
allegory  of  man's  Fall  couched  in  terms  from  Renaissance
Cosmology  and  has  an  Arcadian  setting  which  liri.ks  it  to
Donatello's  E][±±e±.     .I.The  dancers   "joined  hand  in  Donaijello's
dance''  and  circled
.   .   .   in  a  ``/ild  ring  of  mirth,   it  seemed  tin.e
realization  of  one  of  those  bas-reliefs  i,,.`riiere  a
-  S:::.:d°:r:¥:Eh€ies::¥:::  ::  ::C::%::::  ::se.14
The   dance   is   sudde.nly   ended  'v./hen  I.[iriam's   model   prp`nces
fantastically  before  hell.     Iiawthorne's   coLrnments   on  the
eiiLding  of  the   dance  are   in  i;el`ms  {.,ri-I.i.ch  draw  their  po',\rer
directly  from  the  not;ion  of  the  universe  as  a  cosmic  dance
done  to  the   music   of  the   sphel`es.     The  Cosmic  Dance,
according  to  Tillyard,  was  a  frequent  image  in  Pienaissance
English  poetry.L5    The   disruption  of  t'rie  da=ice  depends  on
L4-Eg±g. ,   p-'`.1o9-Ilo.
L5'|i||yard,   pI`.   |0|-|06.     inillyard  cites  ,S:1.all.:espee`ie'S
:::5:r3uEO€:,3,:.::„a`.,a;_:I_8£E,I,I.:.e5.;+:t=_I:vf,:£]:3z,i::.:d„£fL:fie:L]=E
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Renaissance  cosmology  converted  to  literary  imagery.     The
end  of  the  dance  also  marks  the  end  of  the  Golden  Age,   or,
as  Hawt;home   says:
Just  an  instar`_t  bef ore  it  was  Arcadia  and  the
Golden  Age.     The   spell  being  broken,   it  `i/as  now
3;L¥h:hs:oS±: I :r::=e°:fp±:::?l%-ground ,   close
On  the  simplest  level  of  interpretat;ion,   the  dance  is  a
I.epetition  of  the  legend  of  the  knight  and  the  nymph  in
Donatello'S  E][±±9±.     Again,   on  the  level  of  intel`pretation
that  would  see  the  episode  in  terms  of  the  whole  composition,
the  dance  represeli.ts  the  Fall,   the  entl`ance  of  discord  and
evil.     It  sel.ves  as  a  type  of  the  actual  fall  of  Donatello
which  for.eshadows  the  murde.r.
Halt,Jthorne  makes  extensive  use  of  allegory  in  The  Marble
Faun.     He   speaks   of  Rome   as   ''a  .Lqeap   of  broken  I`ubbish,   thrown
into  the  great  charm  between  our  own  days  and  the  Empire."-17
He  allegol.izes  the  ancient  city  as  the  "dead  corpse  of  a
giant,  decaying  for  c.enturies,  with  no  survivor  mighty
enough  even  to  bury  it,  until  the  dust  of  all  those  years
was  that  the  harp-strings  were  broken,  the  violin  out  of
tune,   or  the  I-lautist  out  of  bI`eath,   so  it  ch.=nced  that
the  music  had  ceased,   and  the  dancer.s   come  abruptly  to  a
i:::+::;s£:i€-:::±'e.::.I:::c:!€:;;::;::r:1::¥5:g§£i§'£=:±r:hn
563Hc  D,3nce.
•Lfaawthorne,   92.   £±±.,   p.   lil.           L7±±±±.,   p.   134.
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had  gathered  slowly  over  it;s  I`ecumbent  form  and  made  a
casual  sepulchre."18    Again  he  extends  the  allegory  to
include    Time  as  the  sexton  ''to  bury  up  the  ancient  city,
as  if  it  were  a  col`pse."19    Inall i;his  imagery  of  death
and  decay  there  is-  the  idea  that  earthly  fame  and  beauty
are  tl'ansitory.     Thi`s  idea  is  a  commonplace  of  Renaissa.nee
literaturs  and  could  have  been  seen  by  Hawthorne  in  the
works  of  a  numbel`  of  the  authors  known  to  him.20
Closely  related  to  this  same  idea  is  the  contrast
between  Rome  and  the  gardens.     The  contrast  is  built  around
lJonatello's  reactions  to  the  two  envil`onments. `   He   leaves
''the  smell   of  ruin  and  decaying  generations,"2L  and  enters
the  Borghese   gardens  where  he  I`omps  among  grass  and  trees
and  ''threw  himself  at  full  length `on  the  turf ,   and  ipl`essed
down  his  lips  kissing  the  violets  and  daisies."22     This
LBE¥.,   p.   135.                         L9±±±±.,   p.178.
2°Shakespeare's  sonnets:   xii,  xv,  xix,   lv,   lx,1xiii,
lxiv,  and  lxv  illustrate  the  transientness  of  eal`thly  beauty,
gim#::S##!¥:#m£:ife:¥=!i:f;i:i:Ei¥|:::e:::
Satan's  t?mptation  of   eal`thly  fame  on  the  grounds  t..r\_at   such
:::i::i;.gT:±§:;§E;tis;.€tL¥¥¥¥3§::§j:!§i:±='=LioligzziTg:_:LaeL,
2LHawthorne,   92.   £±±.i   P.   93.
22
_I_I,i__a_.  ,    .i=  .    94.
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contrast  betweeri  sylvan  purity  and  the  ."mouldy  gloom  and
dim  splendor  of  old  Rome"23  is  closely  related  to  the  dis-
cussions  of  art  and  nature.     Some  of  these  disctlssions  are
treated  allegorically.
A  fountain  in  the  county?Itd  of  I-he  old  palace  where
Nil.lam  has  h6r  studio  gushes  water  ''from  the  mouths   of  name-
less  monsters,  which  are  merely  grotesque  and  arti.ficial
when  Bernini,.   or  whoever  was  their  unnatural  father,   first;
produced  them."24    Nature,   in  the  span  of  centuries,  has
reclaimed  the  fountain  "and  cherishes  it  as  kindly  as  if
it  were  a  woodland  spring."25    Again  Natul`e  is  triumphant
over  art;  in  the  description  of  the  Fountain  of  Trevi,  wihich
''Nature  had  adopted   .   .   .   for  her  our."26    Hawthorne   speaks
of-''the  kindness 'with  which  Nature  taT.¥es  an  English  ruin
to  her  I_eart"  ari.d  ''strives  to  make  it  a  part  of  herself ,
gradually  obliterating  the  handiwork  of  man,   and  sup-Lolanting
it  with  her  own  mosses  and  trailing  vel`dure,   till   she  has  won
the  Whole  structure  back.n27
Alature's  reassimilation  of  the  grotesque  and  vain  works
of  man's  al`tifice  takes  on  an  allegorical  significance  when
23Ibid.
25Ibid.
27ERE.,   p.195.
24E!ig.,   p.   54..
26|bid.,   p.173.
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compared  to  the  passage  where  the  ''wild  pet-s  of  nature"28
are  no  more  disturbed  by  Donatello  "i;han  if 'a  mound  of
soil  and  grass  and  floitw'ers  had  long  since  covered  his  dead
body,   converting  it  back  to  the  sympathies  from  which  human
existence  had  estranged  it."29    The  allegory  of  the  I.esL-or-
ative  power  of  Nature  is  implied  in  these  compal.isons  .and
is  verified  in  Kenyon's  suggest;ion  that  Donatello's  low
spirits  might  be  elevated  by  a  trip  through  the  Tuscan
countryside.3°    Having  made  this  connection,   it  is  apparent
that  the  restorative  power  of  PITature  is  linked  meaningfully
with  the  book's  redemption  i;heme.
The  various  allusions  t;o  chasms  for.in  a  I.elat;ed  allegor-
ical  series.     As  Rome  ''seems  like  nothing  but  a  heap  of
broken  rubbish,  t`hrown  into  the  great  chasm   .   .   .  merely  to
fill  it  up,"3L   so  also  apL3ears  the  chasm  mentioned  in  the
exter.`.ded  allusion  to  the  leFsend  of  Curtius,   of  which  Miriam
Says :
The  Palace  of  Caesar  has  gone  down  t.hither,  with  a
hollow,   I.umbling  sound  of  its  fl`agments!     All  the
temples  have  turn-oled  into  its   and  thousands   of
statues  have  been  thrown  after!     All  the  al`mies
and  i;he  tririmphs  have  marched  into  the  great   chasm,
with  t;heir  mal`tial  music  playing,   as  they  ste`=c?ed
over  the  brink.     All  the  .:n_eroes,   tr`.e  `statesmen,
28E¥e..  p.  94.
30±±±±.,   p.   328.
29Ibid.
3LE2±§.,   p.13£L.
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%Egu:£:  E:e±:+e  €::eE±:£gmu::::82or  Curt±us,  who
Kenyon  ad.ds  to  the  pile  of  human  flesh  begun  in  Miriam's
catalog,   saying:
I)oubtless,  too ,....   all  the  blood  that  the
Romans  shed,  whethel`  on  the  battle-fields,   or
in  the  Coliseum,  or  on  the  cross,  -in  what-
ever  public  or  private  murder,  -  ran  into  this
i:::|ogu::ie:n:i:::in:gn:a:ig:::  :::::55anean
Mil`iam  has  already  allegorized  the  chasm  as  being. "mel`ely
one  of  the  orifices  of  that  pit  of 'blackness  that  lies
beneath  us   everyi,.There."34    The  chasm's -obvious   symbolism  is
connected  with  the  analogy  of  t;he  Chris.tian  Hell -and  "those
dark  caverns,   into  which  all  men  must;  descend,   if  they  are
t6  know  anything  beneath  the  surface  and  illusive  pleasures
of  existence."35   `The  allegol`y  of  the   journey  fl`om  inno-
cence  through  dal`kness  into  the  light;  of  knowledge  is  at
least  as  old  a;  I)ante.     The  chasm,   the  pit  of  darkness,   the
catacombs,   all  are  related  to  and  are  types  of  the  ageless
tradition  of  the  harrowing  of  Hell.    Ihe  process  is  epito-
mized  in  the  r`.arrow  stl`eets  of  Perugia,   some  of  which
look
like  caverns,   'c>eing  arched  all   over,   and  plunging
down  abrui)tly  towards  an  unknown  darkness;   which,
when  you  ln_ave   fai=homed  its   depths,   admits  you  to
32E±±±.,   p.192.
34EL±.,   p.191.
33±±ig.,   p.193.
35±ig.,  p.   3o2.
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:gg=X?55ht  that  you  Scal`Cely  hoped  to  behold
Another  allegory -which  hinges  on  the  idea  of  a  descent,
or  Fall,  into  blackness  for  ultimate  elevation  is  that  of
the   st;atue   of  the  dro\.i-ned.  divel`.     The  descent  may  bring  i;he
diver  the  pearls  for  which  he  seeks  or  it  may  bring  him
deaf;h.    The  diver  in  the  figure  "had  got  entangled  in  the
weeds  at  the  bottom  of  the   sea,   and  lay  dead  among  the
pearl-ogivsters."37    riil`iam,   moraliz,ing  the  statue,   calls
it  "too  cold  and  stern  in  its  moral  lesson."38    Later
Mil`iam  comment;s   that  her  own  "pearl"   deep  in  i;he   chasin  with-
in  herself  is   "no  precious  peal`l,   as  I   jiis't  now  told  him
£RenyoE7;   but  my  dark-red  cal`buncle  -red  as  blood  -  is
too  I`ich  a.  gem  to  put   into  a  st;ranger's  casket."59    Here
the  gem  image  .is   t;urn.ed  fiom  the  pearl   of  wisdom  to  the  red
not  a::¥%6 'IiEi,:/t2::ie I :h::n:i:n:d=:t::a:;CL:e%Eo:i::8:,:gw#as
American  Notebook
y-ears  befoie  he  wroE€-iHFFTaffil
by  an  entry  in  his
e  Faun.      "The  human  Heart  to
s  made  mol`e   than  twenty
be  allegorized  as  a  cav€EnTT€irfeTatrance  there  is  sun-
shine,   and  flowers  growing  about  it.     You  step  within,   but
a  short  distance,   and  begin  to  find  yourself  surrounded  with
a  tel`rible  gloom,   and  monsters  of  divers  kindsi   it  seems  like
Hell   itself .     You  are  bewildered,   and.  iSJander  long  without
hope.     At  Hast  a  light  strikes  you.     You  peep  towards  it,   and
find  yourself  in  a  region  i;hat  see^rns,   in  short,   to  re.produce
the   flot.I/ers   arid   sunri_y  beauijy   of  the   entrance,   but  all
perfect."      Phis   -.cassage   is   ta:LrLen   from  Hawt`}iorrie's   jimerlican
#TE#g:asT%=t#k±=gr::::::T!?-i5~;J,'.p¥36PrfE±±±±£-E-rLF±EE¥
;:F=:::  :?.1;;L:-lil-3.               38|bLd.
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stone  of  secret  guilt.     The  two  gems  have  much  in  common.
Both  are  hidden`  in  depths  and  darkness  and  both  require  a
search  or  quest  to  be  brought  to  light.    They  are  but  dif-
ferent  versions  of  i;he  a_uest  type.     Hawthorne  has  pl`esented
several  views  of  the   same  ide.a  t;o  produce  a  network  of
allegory  beneath  the  surface  of  his  romance  to  be  called
to  the  surface  only  .by  the  I..eader's  volition  to  enrich  the
whole  airy  fabric  of  t;he  romance  in  much  the  same  way  i;hat
Kenyon  revitalized  Milton  in  his  statue  of  the  poet's  head.
Kenyon  had
:::kc`?,::3dm:::rna::¥e:g:cb¥£:n°:ng±:=u:1:;m¥e:e-£::e
all  knoffn  representations  of  the  poet  had  been
profoundly  studied,  and  solved  in  the  artist's
mind.     The  bust  over.  i;he  tomb  in  Grey  FI.iars
.   Church,   the  ol`iginal  miniatures  and  pictul.es,
wherever  to  be  found,   had  mingled  each  its
special  truth  in  this  one  work;   wherein,   like-
wise,   by  long  perusal   and  deep  love  of  the   "Para-
dise   Ijost,"   the   "Comus,"   the   "Ij5;'cidas,"   a-i+`_d   ..Ij'
.A.Ileg|`o,"   the   sculpt;or  had  succeeded,   even  better
::::,1-:em±ic:£TtJ+  ::n:a:=i6ualizing  his  mal`ble  with  a
The  same  composite  allegory  of  L-he  Fall  is   seen  in  the
description  of  the  faded  frescoes  of  Monte  Beni.     Kenyon
and  Donatello,   having  commented  on  the  allegorical  possi-
bilities  latent  in  t;he  pictures  ''that  were  so  joyous  and  are
so  dismal,"41  turn  their  silent  attention  to
4oE¥e.,   p.   i£+3. 41E±ig„   p.   262.
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one  of  the  figures  which  was  repeated  many  times
over  in  the  groups .upon  the  walls  and  ceiling.
It  for.ned  the  principal  link  of  an  allegory,  by
which  (as  is  often  the  case  in  such  pict;orial
designs)  .the  -v`Jhole   sei`ies  of  frescoes  were   bound
together,   but  which  it  would  be  impos
at  least,  very  wearisome,   to  unl`avel.a!ble,   Or,
The  trained  eye  of  Kenyon  the  sculptor  ''fancied  a  resemblance
in  it  4he  recul'rent  figul`£7  to  Donatello."43    This  forms  a
principal  '1ink  in  Hawtnorne's  compound  allegory    with  the
periodic  recurrence  of  the  character.istics  of  the  Old  Faun
in  his  descendants.    The  recurrence  of  the  type  of  the
AI`cadian  Faun  in  successive  ages  is  itself  an  allegory  of
the  idea  that  each  succeeding  genel`ation  must   exp`erience
for  itself  the  individual  fail  an'd  maturation  pattel`n  repre-
sented  in  the  Eden-Golden  Age  myth.    Each  individual  fall
is  at  once  new  and  a  participation  in  the  myth.     The  myth
is  t:n.e  arczietyiie,  the  individual  repetitions  are  its  t];-pes.
+
`  In  the  r6Inance  Hawthorne  established  the  Ederi-Golden
Age  myt;h  as  the  archetype  and  showed  various  types  of  it
in  the  different  levels  of  the  nal.rative,  analogous  to  the
£:w¥±2-¥;:f::g:;:i;ic:;:::::::::§:V::'!::I:::::i::gig
tapestry   -t.7ith  which   "the   .ii7alls   .ycloti-led  T,I/ere   .    .    .   +ind   in
those  tapets  ``.reren  fashioned/F':any  fail`e  pourtraicts,   and
many  a  fire  feate;/.1.nd  all   of  love,   arid  of  lusty-bed,/   .   .   .
And  eke  Cupiaes  '...rarres   the.y  did  re:,?eate,/.i.nd  cruell   .battai].es,
which  lil_e   i,.,r'fi_ilorr.e   fou3':`it/C-ainst   all   i`;he   gods,    to   r;1al€e   his
8:p`::r:,_fi.§;e±f£€3e::gefe,5±::r,.:_I,`g±n,+::S€,a::±36m,:rh;:I:u,;£t,..rfou=5Tht,
43Ibid .
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levels  or  degrees  of  Creation  in  the  ladder  or  sphere  conceit.
In  this  way  flawthorne  may  be  said  to  have  done  in  fiction
what  Kenyon  had  done   in  marble  for  Milton  and  what  the
antique  artist  had  done  in  fresco  for  the  counts  of  Monte
Beni  and  what  the  recurring  types  of  the  Faun  had  done  in
concrete  reality.    The  literal  narrative  level  on  which  the
characters  of  the  romance  exist  is  in  effect  a  re-enactment
in  the  personal  sphere  of  the  archetypal`  Fall.  `  The  narra-
tive  level  is  interrupted  by  descriptive  passag?s  T.`/hich  may
be  interpreted  as  allegory.     T'rie  knit;  of  allegory  from  the
descl`iptive  passages  merges  with  allegorical  material  from
the  nal`rative,  producing  a  cohesive  and  dense  structure.
CHAPTER   IV
.ART   IN   THE   ROMANCE   Apm   IN   THE
EItGljlsH  `REPT.A.I SSAI`JCE
The  picture  of  the  artist  which  emel.ges  from   the
romance  conforms  t;o  Sir  Philip  Sidney's  concept   of  the  poet
as   one  T,A,'ho   is   elevated  above   the   comri}on  level   and  whose
function  has  been  since  ancient  times  that  of  poet,  priest,
enchanter,   and  interpreter  of  Natul`e.     Hawthorne's  distinc-
tion  between  the  romance  and  the  novel  defines  the  romance
in  terms  compatible  with  and  similal`  to  Sidney.'s   in  his
definit;ion  of  poetry  as  having  a  wider  scope  than  ot;her
forms  of  writing.
Hawthorne  found  it  interesting  that  sculpt;ors  rarely
execute  a  wor:rL.     He  `notes  his   reaction  to  the   discover.}7
that   sculptors  conceive   the  t`,.`,fork,   then  turn  the  actual  work
of  cutting  the  stone  over  to  studio  assista-nts.    The  artist
conceives  the  design  and
without  the  necessity  of  his  touching  the  work
with  his  own  finger,  he  will  see  before  bin  the
:E::u3o`tv::th:S  ,?':o:3!::  :im,'lJ'::Eov:n:Sid.Eis  cl`ea-
The  idea  of  cl`eation  by  the   Word  is  nc)i   new,   but   originates
in  '.testern  thought   in  -t`ne  He.Drew  Ore:?`tion  myt:njrf     The   idea
of  tile  creative   or  evoca,tive  T,.,roi-a  w'£iereby  the  artisJc   calls
|±±i±.'   p.14o.
5.1  ':
f orth  t;he  image  suspended  within  the  block  of  stone  is
I`elated  to  incantation  .and  magic.     Mil`iam's  praise  of  the
sculptured  busts  in  Kenyon's  studio  is  based  on  this
analogy  bet;ween  the  artist  and  the  use  of  incantation.     She
tells  him  that  the  busts  make  her.  "feel  as  if  yori  were  a
magician.     You  turn  feverish  men  into  cool,   quiet  marble."2
The  sculptor  then  seems  to  transform  men  into  marble  with
the  creative  power  of  a  word.    This  power  is  not  restricted
to  sculptol`s,  but  is  seen  to  operate  in  other  artists  as
well.     Hawthorne  Provides  another  link  between  artists  and
magicians  in  speaking  of  a  painter
who  has  studied  iNa*ul`e  with  such  tender  love
that  she  takes  him  to  her  intimacy,   enabling
him  to  repl`oduce  her  in  landscapes  that   seem
the  reality  of  a  better  earth,  and  yet  are  but
the  truth  of  the  very. scenes  around  us,   observed
by  the  painter"s  insight  and  interpreted  for  us
:¥g#±Sf::i::t  o=ytE:Sp¥:i:::  ?h:  ?Son  throws  her
Hawt`h6I.ne  uses  the  terms   "poet-painter"   and  "poetic  mood"
in  describing  the  artist.    He  has  mentioned  the  observation
of  external  nature  and  the  artist's  special  insight.    The
artist  then  is  a  creator  whose  power  to  evoke  beauty  by  the
use  of  seemingly  magical  words  and  whose  astute   observation
and  insight  into  Nature  make  him  at  once.artist,   poet,
magician,   and  i=he  i.t.Jorld's   interpreter.
2!!ig.'   p.1!+5. 3E±se.'   p.16o.
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The  art.ist's  insight  is  I`ela.ted  to  his  imaginative
faculty.     Hawthorne  says  that;:
artist;s,  indeed,  al`e  lifted  by  the  ideality  of
their  pursuits  a  little  way  off  the  earth,  and
al.e  therefore  able  to  catch  the  evanescent  frag-
=::Cfe:g:tofL€a:So::i:::ya:::`F,a?are  of  life  above
This  imaginative  elevation  enables  Kenyon  to  catch  a
glimpse  of  Arcadia.     Although  Donat;ello's  childhood  haunts
had  become  overgrown  with  ''a  sort  of  strangeness"   in
Donatello's   eyes,   "to  the  sculptor.'s   eye,   nevertheless,
they  were  still  rich  with  beauty."5    And  in  yet  another
passage  Hawthorne  shows  that  he  estimates  the  artist  as
one  at   once  a  part   of  and  above  common  humanity.     The  des-
cription  of  the  Roman  apartments  shows  a  cross-section  of
society,   "people  of  evel`y  degree."6    As  one
ascended  from  story  to  story,  passed  lofty  door-
ways,   set  within  rich  fames  of  sculptured  marble;
and  climbing  unweariedly  upward,   until  the  glories
of  i;he  first;  piano  and  the  elegance  of  the  middle
::±3h:n¥e::k:=C:%nf:S  ::;e:t:9rt  of  Alpine  region,
It;  is  at  this  austere  height  that  the  artist;s'  garrets  are
situated.
Within  the  arts  Hawthorne  makes  a  dis.tinction  between
painting  and  sculpt;ure.    Hilda  remarks  to  Kenyon  that  since
4E±¥.,   p|`,..184-185.                 5E±±g.,   p.   280.
6±±±±.,   p.   54..                                 7E±±±.,   p.   55.
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he  is  a  sculptor.,  he  thinks  "nothing  can  be  finely  wrought
except  it  be  cold  and  hard,  like  the  marble  in  which  your
ideas  take  shape."8    She  claims  for  painting  a  more  ''delicate
beauty   .   .   .   soft;ened  and  warmed  throughout."9    Miriam,   too,
condemns  sculpture  as  a  dead  and  unoriginal  al`t  whose  nal'row
scope  does  not  permit  it  the  lucidity  of  painting  while
affording  the  sculptor's  wol`k  with  the  imm.ort;ality  of  stone
itself.L°    From  this,  one  may  infer  that  painting  is  the
more  ephemeral  and  reportorial,   and  sculpture,   alt;hough
lacking  in  originalit;y,  clothes  ancient;  and  eternal  truths
in  modern  dress.     The  nude  statues  of  t;he  ancients  properly
served  in  his  society,
but  as  for  Mr.   Gibson's  colored  Venuses   .   .   .   and
.   :::n3t££:tn¥£:;i::v:ft:og:¥, t:  =£::L¥e::r:€:o:T±£r_
The  poet-magician  who  works  in  stone   immortalizes  what;ever
idea  he  commits  to  the   "pure,   white,   undecaying  substance"
which  sel`ves  'him  ''in  the  stead  of  shifting  and  transitory
language."12    0n  this  account,  his  is  a  religious  obligation
to  grant  eternal  life  to  only  the  "high  treatment  of  heroic
subjects,. or  the  delicate  evolution  of  spil.itual,   thl`ough
material  beauty."13    The  sculptor,   then,   i's  also  consecrated
8Ep±g.,   p.129.                            9|bid.
L°Epts.,   pp.15o-15l.               LLE±±±.,   p.14-9.
L2Ei±.,   p.   i63.                         L3±±±§j„   p.163.
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a  priest.
•    Hawthorne's  account  of  how  Kenyon  created  his  bust  of
Milton  seems  also  to   comment;   on  his   own  method .in  the  romance.
A  similar  relationship  exists  between  the  allegol'ical  fresco
at  Monte  Beni  and  the  roma`nce.     The  al.tist   in  both  cases  has
given  new  form  to  old  ideas.    This  is  not  to  say  that  either
work  is  unoriginal.     Hawthorne  has  borrowed  the  theme  of  the
Fall  from  Milton,  has  blended  it  with  elements  taken  from
other  works,   and  has  propounded  the  Christian  doctrine  of
Adam's  sin  a.nd  redemption;   yet  his  work  is  not  unoriginal.
In  the  same  work  he  has  presented  a  pol`trait  of  the  al`tist
as  poet-priest  and  magician.
Sir  Philip. Sidney  voiced  the  learned  opinion  of  the
English  Renaissance  in  his  P£££!=±±  9£  PLB£H.     He  States
plainly  that  the  poet-priest;-magician  concept  is  at  least  as
old  as   the   PLomans,   :mong  Whom   ''a  poet   Was   Called  EigE®
w.h.ich  is  as  much  as  diviner,   foreseer,   ol`  prophet   .   .   .„14
As  to  the  magical  aspect,   Sidney  says  that  it  was  thought
L4sir  philip  Sidney,   ''The  I)efense   of  Poesy"   in  The
g  in  ELp_gLe±±:    NL9±£=±±=±±£  P_rg±±  e¥  E£EEZ  9±IIIE15  aria  EETr5€Eel
Renaissanc
±±±  Sixteenth  §£p±}Lr¥,   ed.  Hyder  E.  RoBaTkeE|Ba=E6fi:|=lT-Heal;h  ar.d  Company,1954) ,  p.   606b.
The  material  availg`ble  does  not  indicate  that  Liawthol`ne  had
I`ead  Sidney,  but  the  simile.rities  between  certain  of  their
aest;bet;i.c   views   seem  to   incl.icate   iJ.Llat   if  Hawtl'iorne   did.  not
read  Sidr`.ey,   he  did  at  least  hold  viei.`,'s.  on  art  strikingly
similar  to  those   of  Sidney.     Hawijhorne   coi`.lid  have   seen  ideas
very  similg^r  to  Sidnel7's   in  Si?enser's   "A  Ijetter  ol-the
±5_i±g=':  B€:_fig:: , t§pE¥6## ga¥£ 'p#±sife3=8ag€e=
Edr±und
5gf€fi€€i=iv-t*h:+-'-56d=j5.earti8;_V6f"E5£+igE±i±j{+=jEi=t-VL5p.
5==5=6==ETES±.
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once  that  "spirit;s  were  commanded  by  such  verses  -  where-
upon  this  wol`d   'charms,.:   del`ived  of  £±=±±E±±,   cometh."15
After  discussing  the  limitations  of  other  types  of
writing,  Sidney  says:
Only  the  poet,   disdaining  to  be  tied  t;o  any  such
subjection,  lifted  up  with  the  vigor  of  his  own
invention,  dot;h  grow.   in  effect  into  another  nature,
in.making  things  either  better  than  Nature  bringeth
forth,   ol.,   quite  anew,   forms  such  as  never  wel`e  in
Nat;ure   .   .   .   so  as  he  goeth  hand  in  hand  with
Nature,   not  enclosed  with.in  the  narrow  wal`rant  of
£::  g;£t:it?Tg  freely  ranging  witpin  the  zodiac  of
The  parallel  between  Sidney's  statement  and  that  of  Hawthol`ne
in  one  of  his  prefaces  is  stl`iking.     Hawthorne  says:
When  a  writer  calls  his  work  a  Piomance,   it  need
hardly  be  o'oserved  that  he  wishes  to  claim  a  cel`-
tain  latitude,  both  as  to  its  fashion  and  material,
which  he  would  not  have  felt  himself  entitled  to
assume  had  b_e  i?.rofessed  to  be  1./riting  a  Novel.
The  latt;er  form  of   composition  is  presumed  to  aim
at  a  very  minut;e  fidelity,  not  merely  to  the
Possible,   'ctut  to   the  probable   arid  ordiri.ary  course
of  man's   experience.     The  fol`mer  -1./hile,   as  a
ilo-rk  of  art;,   it  must  rigidly  subject  itself  to'
laws,  and  while  it  sins  unpardonably  so  far  as'it;
may  swel`ve  aside  from  the  t;I`uth  of  the  human
heart  -  has  fail`ly  a  I`ight  to  pre ent  that  tl`uth
#=:€:r?:r:#:S:a::::igt:rae:::::o£=  9nt.  Of  the
In  the  preface  to  .The  Marble  Faun  flawthorne  specifically  links
L5±±±±.,   p.   6o7.                           L6|bid.
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Ga'oles   (Vol.Ill   of  'The  i.i'orics   of  N.athanlEI
rJathaniel  tlawthol`ne,   "Preface,"   The  House   of  the  Seven
EaffiEOErieT15ffiE
EaTiS  George  ParsonFTLa throp;   Boston:      Houghton,   :v`Iifflin
Company,1883),   p.13.     It  i-s-also   interest;ing  L-6  note   the
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the  romance  form  with  poetry.18
Hawthorne  outlined  the  sphel`e  in  which  his  Romance  of
Monte  Beni  would  be  enacted  as  well  as  i;he  terms  in  which
it  would  be  stated  in  the  first  two  paragraphs  of  the  work.
The  treatment  is  veiled  in  allegol`y  as  are  i;he  passages  on
Kenyon's  bust  of  Milton  and  the  allegorical  frescoes  of  Monte
Beni  which  comment   on  Hawthorne's  method.     An  allegol`ical
reading  of  the  opening  paragraphs  will  serve  to  illust;I`ate
the  point.    There  are  four  persons  standing  in  a  sculpture
gallery  in  the  first  room  "after  ascending  the  staircase"
in  a  realm  inhabited  by  figures  of  "undiminished  majesty  and
beauty  of  their  ideal  life"  not;withstanding  the  corrosive
effects  of  damp  ear.th  and  the  passage  of  centuries.     It  is
there  .that  the  "figure  of  child,  clasping  a  dove  to  her
bosom,  but  assaulted  by  a  snake"   is   situated.     The   second
paragl'aph  deals  with  the  panorama  of  decay,   confusion,   and
change  seen  spreading  out;  at  the  foot  of  ''a  flight  of  broad
s.teps,  descending  along-side  the  antique  and  massive  founda-
tion  of  the  Capitol."     Amid  the  decay  are   "Christian  churches,
Similarity  .oetween  Sidney's  idea  of  the  poet's  being  ''lifted
up  ``Jith  the  visor  of  his   o'v\rn  invention"   and  :-:awthorne's   state-
ment;   in  lhe  I.1ar`c>le   F8.un   that;   artists   "a.re   lifted  .c>y   the
ideality-a='T-t;E€IE:T5uE5Ilts  a  lit;tie  way  ol-f  the  earth."     (p.
184) .
LBHawthorne,   E±£  ±E±=±±±  E±±±ib   P.   L5.
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built  on  the  pavement;s  of  heathen  temples,   and  supported  by
the  vel`y  pillars  t;hat  .,nee  upheld  them."     In  tbe  distance
beyond  "the  view  is  shut  in. by'the  Alban  Mount;aims,"  which
Oil.cumscl.ibe  the  wol`ld  of  the  romance.L9
It  has  been  shoim  that  Hawthorne's  basic  thematic
stl`ucture  in  The  Marble  Faun  is  that  of  Adam's Fall,  and
that  this,structure  hats  been  re-enforced  by  the  use  of  the
pagan  Golden  Age-Arcadia  parallel.     It  has  been  demonstrated
that  the  themat;ic  structure  is  fitt;ed  into  essentially  the
same  cosmology  as  that  which  provided  the  basis  for  Milton's
poetry.     Hawt;hol`ne's  debt   t;o  Spenser,   Shakespeare,   and
Milton  has  been  established.
Hawthorne's  debt  to  t;he  Rena.issance  has  been  shown  to
extend  beyond  the  use  of  cosmological  conceits  into  the
I`ealm  of  fictional  techniques.     He  Has  been  shown  to  draw
on  the  `tradit;ion  of  Spein.ser,   Sha:A:espeare,   and  :ililton.     .I.his
^
Study  .has  demonstl.abed  that  Hawthorne  used  all.usions  and
allegorical  passages  to  form  progl`ession  and  networks  of
associat;ions  wbich  adhere  to  ijhe  Renaissance  device  of
typological   fores`L`.adowing  and  epitomizing.
Hawthorne's  concept  of  the  artist  as  described  in  The
Marble  Faun  has   'oeen  shown  to  bear  close   resemblance  to
i;'f.at   of  Sir  Pin_ilip  Sidney.     The  concept   of  the  prose  romance
L9Hawthorne,   g2.   £±±.,   Pi`.19-20.
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as  a  literary  fol`m  as  stated  in  one  of  Hawthorne's  prefaces
has  been  shown  to  be  es`:entially  the  same  as  Sidney's  con-
cept  of  poetry.     It  also  has  been  indicated  t;hat  Hawthorne
saw  a  similarit;y  between  prose  romance  and  poetry.
From  this  emel`ges  the  conclusion  that  Hawthorne
consciously  (insofar  as  artists  are  ever  completely  aware
of  what  their  genius  leads  them  to  do)  manipulat;ed  concepts
and  techniques  learned  from  his  reading  in  Renaissance
literat;ure  and  the  classics  in  the  creation  of  The  Marble
Faun,
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX  I
This  infol`mation  is  taken  fl.om  A.  Bartlett  Giamatti,  !±±
p¥::±£5¥oifen¥:=s#p¥:sR#ifegs:%ag¥as(:::=::=:a:in
barentheses  at  the  end  of  each  seation.
A.          '`The  first;  mention  of  the  Golden  Age  per  se  occur.s,
as  is  well  known,   in  Hesiod'
not  an  age  of  'gold'   in  the
s  Wol`ks   and
Sense 5f_EEeat  wealth,  but  isPare ....  It  is'golden'   because  life  there  was  best  at  the  beginning,
simple,  noble,   comfortable ....  This  is  the  first;
:h]::r3::i::s:f "th?p:?i:;:lf5?  as  a  st,ate  of  existence  in
8.          "Among  the  Roman  poets,  Virgil  is   foremost   in  his
treatment   of  the  Golden  Age  existence.     The  most   famous
instance  is  his  celebl.abed  Fourth  Eclogue   .   .   .  predicting
the  Golden  Age  in  the  futul`e ....  Having  f orecast  the
:a:E:T %£et:€t:::.:€:sr::eth¥±rg±:s%:::e:n i:r:£t:::i £::;
forth  her  bounty,   animals  will  live  in  harmony,   and  man
(11.  37ff.)  will  not  feel  the  strain  of  toil ....  it  is
sEall  wonder  that  Chl.isti
forecast  of  Christ."     (pp:ng3=293?ded  this  Eclogue  as  a
a.       ''For  other  statements  of  the  Golden  Age  in  Virgil,   see
Georgie,   I,   125-128,   for  the  happy  ea.rth  under  Saturn;
Georgie,11,140-176,   where  Italy  is   seen  as  the` land  of
peace  and  plenty  surpassing  all  others;   11,   324-34-5,   where
springtime  as  t;he  best  season  for  pla.nting  leads  to  a
splendid  vision  of  the  Earth's  renewal,  which  is  where  the
country  life  of  Old  Italians  (Sabines  and  Etruscans)  before
Jupiter  was  a  golden  time."     (p.   24.n).
D.       Other  references  to  t;he  Golden  Age  are  to  be  found  in:
::iir;zf£8fEg¥¥::ig:::g:1Z:£##gf¥9!ii:;#¥is
:::i:::::ains¥%gg3i]ff:IE:id:29Ji.::oin'o%:Ia5|::a:;safge
3%:u:3  ±,[Ees£:Lcfs.£:aurr::S  gg±  T#geL¥±s:5:  i:  ;::::;;d.t6  £e
John  Florio's   translation  of  I.'{o..ritaigne's   "Of  the  Canni`3als"'i'j':a.ere  a   sirliilar  ideal,    'nat;ural'   st;ate   is   descri`oed.     Tasso's
famous  chorus,   beginning   '0  bella  eta  de  1'oro,I    in  I-i.minta
I,   ii,   was  widely  imii;at;ed,   and  the  whole  myth  receives  grarLd
treatment  in  Cervantes'   PgLn  3:±i3sg££,I,   Chapter  xi,   when  the
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¥B:g;5n5:Ctures   the  friendly  goatherds   on  the  Golden  Age.w
APPENDIX   11
This  infol.nation  is  taken  from  John  Milton,   ''Prolusion  11,
On  the  Music .of  the   Sphel`es,"   ed.   by  Donald  Ijemen  Clark,
translated  from  the  Latin  by  BI`omley  Smit;h  (Vol.  XII  of  The
:%E=|=;±#!i:#'c:::::i:15::v:::::;s;:;sg:n:;;:-:g;g:.
pp.   151,   157.
:§#:::¥ ' a:i  =fad: e€b: eh£¥:::8::%%Zv:au-3:=ht::1:::83¥ci::#e
he  wished  to  signif¥  by  it,  in  his  wise  way,   the  very  loving
and  affectionate  relations  of  the  orbs  and  their  eternally
uniform  revolutions  according  to  the  fixed  laws  of  necessity."
(p.151).
"Moreover,   the  boldness  of  the  thieving  Prometheus   seems  to
be  the  reason  why  we  hear  so  little  this  harmony,   a  deed
which  bl`ought  upon  humanity  so  many  ills  and  likewise  took
away  this  happiness  from  us,   which  we  shall  never  be  per-
mitted  to   enjoy  so  long  as  we  remain  bl`utish  and  overt,`;helmed
by  wicked  animal  desires;   for  how  can  those  be   susceptible
of  that  heavenly  sound  whose  souls,   as  PersEu~s   says,   are
bent  tot,`,rard  the  earth  and  absolutely  devoid  c;f  celestial
matter?     But   if  we  possessed  heal`ts   so  pure,   so   spot;less,.
so   sno\i\v,   as  once  upon  a  time  I'ythagoras  had,   then  indeed
would  our  eal`s  be  made  to  resound  and  to  be  completely
filled  i,v-ith  that  most  delicious  music  of  the  revolving  stars:
and  then  all  I;bin5s  T,./ould  ret;urn  immediately  as  it  were  to
that  golden  age:   then,   at  lengt;h.   freed  from  miseries  we
should  spend  our  time  in  peace,   blessed  and  envied  even  by
the  gods."      (P.157).
APPENDIX  Ill
The  differences   between  Adam  and  Donat;el].o  do  not   seem
to  be  sufficient  to  negate  the  fact  ali`eady  demonstrated  that
Donatello  is  a  type  of  Adam.     These  differ.ences  are  explainable.
Adam  was  the   spontaneous  creajion  of  God;   Donat;ello   is  the
lineal  descendant;  of  a  Faun.     rLnhe  Faun  origin  puts  Donatello
into  a  thoroughly  pagan  context  and  allies  him  more  closely
With  primitive  nat;ul`e  than  is  the  case   T,./ith  Adam.
The  chief  similal`it;y  beti.,'Jeen  the  two  figures  is  that
both  are  deei.`,ened  thl`ough  suffel`ing.     Adam  leaves  the  garden
of  Eden  on  a  note  of  resignation  and  limiij-ed  optimism.     Dona-
tello  also  emel.ges  from  his  exi)erience  of  evil  on  a  note  of
resignation.    'Donatello  is  resigned  to  a  fatalistic  notion
of  God.     Donatello's  new  intellectual  pursuits  have  brc>ught
him  to  a  :,`I`imiti.ve   concept   of  the  G.odhead  as  a  God  of  wrath.
Donatello  is   specific  ap.d  dogmatic  in  his  new  conviction.
The  discussion  of  the  figures  depicted  in  the  cathedral
windows  illustrate  this  point.     Donatello  says  of  them:
:€[:i::-*:vi::§7:;:;¥:;°`aJigi::i::;:';:::;:£:.Z:::'%Le
{±g:;rfa=B±;;eE±±£T.p.H;5E:;WS  With  lJivine  \,rrath !
Kenyon  assures  him  that  God's  gaze  is   one  of  love,   but  Donatello
clings  I;o  the  notion  of  wrath.
Ihe  basis  of  the  concept  of  the  wrathful  God  is  fear,
as   Don.atello's'  T,I/ord   ''tremble"   suggests.
A  number  of   sources   known  to  Hai'i.thorne   deal  -\i\rith  the
notion  that  fear  is  the  instincijive  basis  of  reverence.
Donatello  has  been  sho\m  to  'oe  mol`e  a  cl`eattire  of  instinct
than  of  intellect.    =~Iis  first  gropings  in  intellection  move
from  the  basis  of  instinct  towal.d  higher  processes  of  i;he
mind.     His  descent  fl`om  a   pil`imitive  form,   the  very  soul  of
animal  instinct,   enhances  the  possibility  that  his  progression
into  full  humanity,  which  Adam  had  fl`om  the  beginning,  will
be  gI'adual.
The  idea  that  fear  is  i;he  prim.al  stuff  of  revel`en.ce  is
deeply  imbedded  in  tile  relation  betiiJeen  Shrrl±r.espeare's  malig-
38=j6:P±;±:pg:.i:,°3:n:=8n€:e8:L±._:.:afna±¥f#=.=#a,==+:.h±±:a`#.
Caliban  ofl-ers   I;o   serve  Steche`-flo  if  he  will   not   torment  liim.
steTch=i`ri.o   acce-.c>ts   a,i,].Iibari.'s   i`evererj.ce.       Ij::iter   in   i;zie    s€i`rrie
Sceie   (±±.   115-147)   C,aliba`n  asl`=s   Stephano   -..,rhei;her   or  not   lrL`e
''ha!st   not   .    .    .   d.ro,:,i;   from   1.-_eaven."      Stet:`hano,   seeing   that
the  instinctual  creature  has  assumed  him  i;o  be  a  8`od,   assures
him  t;hat  he  is  a  celestia^l  being.
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Shakespeare's  source  for  Caliban  is  Montaigne's   essay''Of  the  Cannibals."     In  that  essay  Montaigne  portrays  man
in  the  state  of  nature  whose  wants  and  responsibilities  al`e
few  and  gI`ounded  in  simple  instinct.     Of  the  cannibals
Montaigne   says:
Those  people  are  wild,   just  as  we  call  wild  the
fl`uits  i;hat  Nature  has  Produced  by  her.self  and
in  her  norrr.'al  course;   whereas  really  it  is  those
that  't,re  have  changed  artifically  and  led  ast;ray
from  the  common  order,   that  we  should  rather  call
wild.    The  former  retain  alive  and  vigorous  their
genuine,  their  most  useful  and  natural,  virtues
and  pl`opel`ties,   which  we  have  debased  in  the
latter  in  adapting  them  to  gratify  our  corrupted
ife:in£¥O:i:±gE3.t¥s#1ete  \...'orks   ofDonald   ]`,I. FTrame
{S€EHf6Ea;  California:     Stahford  University  Press,
1957),   p.152.)
He  says  much  the  same  of  animals   in  his   "Apology  for
Raymond  Sebond"   in  the   same  edition:
Since  aniriials  al`e  born,   beget,   feed,   act,   move,
live,   and  die  in  a  manner  so  close  to  our  own,
all  that  we  detract  from  their  not;ive  powers,   and
all  that  we  add  to  ours  to  raise  our  state  above-:¥e:::'r:::o£?  n:p':Ja¥43=3Ceed  fl`om  the  judgment
Thus  he  has   succeeded  in  slowip_g  the   instiri.ctive   side  of  in.an's
nature  to   'oe  Similar  in  kind  to  tlrLat   of  a-_riim,g`ls.     In  til`imitives
the  similal`ity  is  cleal`er  than  in  those  spoiled  by  sophisti-
cation,
Shakespeare's  Caliban  follows  a  natural  and  instinctive
path  in  deeming  Stephano  divine  because  of  his  fear  of  Stephano
as  an  agent  .capable   of  hal`ming  him.
Robert   BI`owning's  poem   "Cali'oan  Upon  Setebos;   or,
Nat;ural  Theology  in  the  Island"   develops  ijhe  idea  of  the
¥::=tt±rfo.g:=S  a:g,:,:±¥::8„ 8:1:%:£r3E::°g=€:%og:i:¥ , t£;:::g:i
theology  in  the   Island"   in   Vol.   IV  of  lhe   .I.7ori{s   of  PLo':)ert
3¥¥g5_u.:sV::StheBS:::n{`pp:-.=°r++3!6=%8]';]¥:E==.TFEE3F#9'
'|The   `'i'emr,esi;   is   ac}£noi,.Jlec.iged.---H5ffEHorne's  Dor\.cii;ello  is  a`  -:,rimitive  in  the   sell_se  that
I+e   is   unso.:;.:n_isticatecJ..      :~=is   sir;:~.:1.e`tlniy   and   unit;7   +/ith   r\_:i `ture`Oefore   t'Lle   fall   I..;ere   very   Strori3.      ^L..Lfter   i;i^+e   f'3`11   hj.s   ...`ro-
gression  to   int-ellecij-ual   life   is   -.iecessarj.1:7  .Ln.ei,I/   t;o   iriim  and
Stadial.     His   conce.``t   of  God  as  Divine   T.`,'rath   is   analo;.Sous   to
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t-he  pl`imitive  notion  of  revel`ence  born  out  of  fear.     i'et  it
has  been   shown  L-hat  I.Iawthorp_e   conceived  of   him  as   an  .!^`damic
figure.     The  Darwinian  implications  of  this  lie  outside  the
scope  of  the  present  study.     It  must  suffice  here  to  point
out  this   contrast  between  .£idam  and  the  `concept   of  Natural
Man  as  being  a  part   of  Hawt;horrt.e's   synthesis   of  the  pagan
and  Christian  i;raditions.
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the  labors  of  the  miners,  to  be  initiated  in  the  mysteries
of  the  oriental  adepts,  and  to  observe  the  secrets  of
nature  and  i;he  famous  mountain  of  loadstone.     He  pl`ofesses
also  to  have  visited  Spain,  Portugal,  Prussia,  Poland,  and
Transylvaniai   everwhere  communicating  freely,   not  only  with
the  physicians,  but  also  the  old  women,   charlatans, .and
conjurers  of  those  several  lands.     It  is  believed  that  he
exteri.ded  his  journeyings  as  far  as  Egypt  and  Tart;ary,  and  that
he  accompanied  the   son  of  the  Khan  of  the  Tartars  to  Constan-
tinople,  for  the  purpose  of  obtaining  the  secret  of  the
tincture  of  Trismegistus  fl`om  a  Greek  who  inhabited  that
capital . "
--quoted  from  a  translation  of  portions  of  the  Bio-
g§?g:a¥E#£¥|=#i::t::;§6M;::fa±33:£:;:E§#n§¥'#_:
124.
''
studies. of  ;ng=:=:at::i;::u::¥:n¥:I::}±:o=::::°w£:gfu%±:S
admitted  would  '5e  dangerous  to  religion  and  to  society  if
not  carefully  kept  fl.om  the  hands  of  the  t>rofane  -   an
:::ij:::-::f::3,:,::::::::if::::::::,:::I:-:i:::i;i::;:#;::::led
as  esoteric ....  Agrippa  and  his  uvoung  associates   .   .   .
did  form  a  fairly  well-defined  secl`et  group  of  investigators
of  an  ancient  wisdom  thought  to  be  concealed  in  such  texts
as  the  Hermetic  literatul`e,   the  Cabala,   the  Orphic  hymns,
and  Neoplatonic  j>hilosophy.     This  brotherhood  produced,   in
:g:tf::go:faisr:E3ai:fi::n#ag?gt=sP¥¥gfT3S;n::eo::uE!:st
liteI`ature . ''
ffs%c:i:;#§¥G*:T{::::;:7r±±L#=D¥S#+v¥L%F¥]ff±EL::
''The  basic  magical-astrological  view  of  causality  is
strons-1.y  interi../oven  in  the  whole  .?eriaissance  philosophy  of
nature,   fl`om  its  inception  in  t;'cie  fifteenth,   through  its
life   in   t;he   sixteein.th,   and  even  through  the  beginnin3s  .of
the  seventeenth  century."
Ernst   Cassirer,   !ir±_?   Individual   a_IT=¢   ±_?=e   _C_)_qfrEQE   ±P  +¥±±--
ais S2mC£  =±±LegD|±z ;  EEEn£IEE€a-ff6miHe-G€I`riaTn-5F  HarI6
I.72
Domandi   (New  York:     Harper  and  Row,   Publishel`s,1964),
p.   101.
''That   the  New  Englanders  brought  their  views  on  demon-
olog.y  and  witchcraft  with  them  from  the  Motber  Country  is
a  self-evident  proposit;ion,  but  it  may  be  i.iJorth  while  to
refer  to  a  striking  instance  of  the  kind.    The  Rev.   John
Higginson,   wl`iting  from  Salem  to  Increase  Ma.ther  in  1683,
sends  him  two  cases  for  his  Illustrious  Providences,  -
both  of  which  he   'beleves  to  be  certain.I     The  first  is  an
account  of  how  a  myst;erious  stranger,   thought  to  be  the
g£::: :  :a:ew::nfu:i:3n#5::goEo:Eet8h:!8£lgfM;;|f:ag!ii3st
30  years.'     The  incident  took  place  vJhen  Sharp  was  a  young
man  in  London.     The  second  narrative  Mr.  Higginson   'heard
at  Gilford  from  a  godly  old  man  yet  living.     He  came  from
Essex,   and  hath  been  in  P\T.   E.   about   50  yeal`s.I     It   is  a
powerfully  interesting  legend  of  the  Faust  type,   localized
in  Essex."
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